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BRING YOUR GROUP TOUR TO LIFE
Good times are inevitable with hands-on experiences and uncommon
access offered exclusively for groups. Plan your group’s Live the Life
Adventure at VisitVirginiaBeach.com/GroupTour.
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share your group photos for a chance to be
featured in group Tour magazine!
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From the Editor
Love is in the air

«

It’s hard to believe we’re already beginning our second month of a
brand-new year. We at Group Tour Media look forward to bringing you
new tour ideas and destination inspiration in the months to come.
To kick off 2019, this month’s cover feature is all about love. We’re
not talking about couples’ getaways or heart-shaped hot tubs, but
destinations across the country that showcase symbols of affection.
Who doesn’t love touring a rose garden or visiting a chocolate factory?
You’ll adore Associate Editor Kelsey Smith’s story on page 10.
Smith also shares details about the charming coastal city of Myrtle
Beach, South Carolina (page 44). The group-friendly city hosts this
year’s Travel South Showcase, Feb. 24–27.
Associate Editor Cortney Erndt’s story on El Paso, Texas, takes you
to the “Boot Capital of the World.” Her research found that the west
Texas city is more than just a “drive-through” destination. Page 88.
Earlier this year, I visited Amsterdam for the first time. On page 96,
I highlight some of the best things to see and do in the Netherlands’
cultural capital. Stroopwafels, anyone?
As always, thank you for reading Group Tour magazine.
Until next time,

Courtney Birchmeier
courtney@grouptour.com
Twitter: @courtneygtm

Group Tour Media
is a proud member of:
American Bus Association
California Travel Association
Circle Michigan
Destinations International
Florida Attractions Association

Share your photos with us! We want to see your groups. Enter
our photo contest and your group picture could be featured in our next
issue. Entering is easy; using Facebook or Instagram, simply hashtag
your next group photo with #showusyourgroups. You could even
win a Group Tour magazine selfie stick! Find more contest details at
grouptour.com/photocontest.
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Louisiana Travel Promotions
Association
National Tour Association
New Mexico Hospitality Association
Ohio Travel Association
Ontario Motor Coach Association
Southeast Tourism Society
Student & Youth Travel Association
Virginia Motorcoach Association

never miss an issue!
Group Tour magazine is crafted with tour planners in mind. Plan better with
exciting destinations, thrilling itineraries, latest travel trends, group-friendly
restaurants and lodging in every issue.
GroupTour.com/subscribe

Do you want more information about one
of our advertisers?
GroupTour.com/gtmrsc to request more information.

GroupTour.com
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news & notes

New Arkansas
welcome center
now open

Coastal Georgia Historical Society

World War II Home Front
Museum now open
Back in December, the World War II Home Front Museum opened in St.
Simons Island, Georgia. The museum details coastal Georgia’s multifaceted
role during World War II and shows how the community was innovative,
industrious and united when the world was at war and so much was at stake.
The museum celebrates the national spirit and common sense of duty that
connects the country as Americans.
912-634-7093, coastalgeorgiahistory.org/visit/world-war-ii-museum

In November last year,
Arkansas’ newest welcome
center opened in Harrison.
As part of the center’s recent $2.5 million upgrade, a
completely new building was
built in the same location as
the old center.
The facility offers visitors
up-to-the minute information on attractions, regional events and weather
conditions. The building
amenities include computer kiosks, Wi-Fi and free
coffee. The landscaped
exterior also offers picnic
tables for travelers looking
to take a short break from
the road.
870-741-3343,
arkansas.com/arkan
sas-welcome-centers

Gray Line Las Vegas
announces multi-lingual
passenger experience

Gray Line Las Vegas announced the launch of its new
five-languages tour narration
system for its tours to the
Grand Canyon, the Hoover
Dam and Lake Mead. The new
system provides updated tour
narration in English, French,
Spanish, Mandarin and
Japanese. Guests can choose
to either use complimentary
ear-buds provided by Gray
Line or opt to use their own
personal headsets that utilize
a standard 3.5mm jack plug.
702-739-7777,
graylinelasvegas.com
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Visit Roswell welcomes new
executive director
Visit Roswell, the convention and visitors bureau for the suburban
city north of Atlanta, Georgia, has a new leader this year; Andy Williams now serves as executive director.
He is a Certified Meeting Professional (CMP) through the Events Industry Council and a Travel Marketing Professional (TMP) through the
Southeast Tourism Society. Early last year, Dotty Etris, Visit Roswell’s
first and only executive director until this year, announced her plans to
retire at the end of 2018. She served in the position since 1992.
visitroswellga.com

news & notes

GroupTools
A NEW WAY TO PLAN
YOUR GROUP EVENTS

Oregon Coast Aquarium

Use GroupTools to plan your event,
promote your event, invite contacts and
collect payments.

New sea otter facility coming
to Oregon Coast Aquarium
Oregon Coast Aquarium in Newport, Oregon, will begin construction on a
new sea otter holding facility this spring. The facility will include a behindthe-scenes, interactive design. The aquarium has plans to develop a sea
otter encounter program, which will promote guest education on sea otter
natural history and the importance of sea otters to coastal ecosystems.
541-867-3474, ext. 5301; aquarium.org

Highwayman Wines
opens tasting parlor
in Cornerstone Sonoma

Share stories, taste bold
wines and soak in local history at the new Highwayman
Wines Tasting Parlor at Cornerstone Sonoma, an arts,
culinary, garden and market
center in Sonoma, California.
With three generations of
winemaking tradition, longtime friends and Highwayman
co-founders Michael Sebastiani and Paul Giusto use
their long-term partnerships
with premium growers to produce high-quality wines.
707-935-8815, highway
manwines.com

Organize Better Group Events
from anywhere, anytime and on
any device.

Shady Oak pours
artisanal ales in new
Santa Rosa taproom

The sour and wild ales
crafted by Shady Oak Barrel
House are now available in
the brewery's first-ever taproom, located in Santa Rosa,
California. Shady Oak is the
passion of Steve Doty. After
extensive experience homebrewing award-winning beers
and designing beers for other
breweries, he opened his
own small-batch craft brewery
focusing on farmhouse ales,
sour beer and barrel aging.
707-595-8958,
shadyoakbarrelhouse.com

www.GroupTools.com

LINGER LONGER @

SOUTHWEST UTAH’S PARRY LODGE.
Plan to stay awhile in Kanab, UT
and benefit from seeing the area’s
spectacular canyon lands with ease.
Arrange amazing day tours to the Grand
Canyon-North Rim, Bryce Canyon and Zion
National Parks and/or Lake Powell. This
historic Lodge has varied rooms & free
breakfast for groups. It’s close to dining
and shopping; easy coach access/parking.

Parry Lodge | Denny’s Wigwam
480.627.5308

Forever Adventure Tours
435.644.5700

ForeverResorts.com
Parry Lodge & Denny’s Wigwam are privately owned
and operated by Forever Resorts L.L.C.

GroupTour.com
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Power of
Virginia is for Lovers

Virginia isn’t just for anyone; it’s for
lovers — lovers of high peaks, American
history, adrenaline-pumping adventure,
craft brews and coastal getaways. This
year marks the 50th anniversary of the
famous slogan, “Virginia is for Lovers.”
The phrase is so well-known that in 2012,
Advertising Age named it one of the most
iconic ad campaigns in the past 50 years.
“In 2019, we’re celebrating 50
Years of Love, in honor of our ‘Virginia
is for Lovers’ slogan, with special
experiences across the state,” said
Joni Johnson, director of domestic
sales & marketing at Virginia Tourism
Corp. “I invite groups to discover their
love for Virginia’s mountains, beaches,
history, wine, craft beer and hospitality.
#50YearsOfLove”
Virginia Tourism Corp.
800-759-0886
virginia.org/groups

Virginia is for Lovers
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Hearts skip a beat at loveBy K e l s e y S m i t h

T

here is one thing that is shared across all cultures, spoken in every
language and celebrated in communities worldwide: love.
Love connects people from across the globe, and it’s a universal
language in itself. It’s understood by all, often spoken without any words.
Groups can visit landmarks and attractions in the United States
that celebrate all things romance, from a gourmet food tour to strolling
through thousands of blooming roses.
Groups are sure to “love’ these charming stops across the
Southeast and West.

founded back in 1889. Miners not only built up the community,
but a loved national treasure: Mount Rushmore. Those same
traditions and craftmanship are carried over when creating
intricate Black Hills Gold jewelry.
On a tour, groups can get an up-close look at how the
diamonds are precisely cut and casted in molten gold, and see
how the factory’s iconic green, pink and yellow grape leaf is
designed. The factory handcrafts a variety of jewelry including
earrings, necklaces, pendants, bracelets and rings.

of

Mt. Rushmore Black Hills Gold Factory
605-343-7099
blackhillsgold.com/factory-tours

American Rose Center
Shreveport, Louisiana

t love-centric locales

LOVEwork, Jamestown Settlement, Va.

Mt. Rushmore
Black Hills Gold Factory
Rapid City, South Dakota
Passion, artistry and heritage seamlessly blend on a tour
of Mt. Rushmore Black Hills Gold Factory. Gold has left a
major impact on the South Dakota region since the state was

As the nation’s largest park dedicated to
roses, the American Rose Center sits
on 118 acres of forestland featuring
over 65 vibrant rose gardens
and 20,000 rosebushes.
The center also is home
to the American Rose
Society, the largest
single plant society
in America with 125
years of history.
Groups can take
a guided tour of the
center and learn
about its history, the
care and cultivation
that goes into
growing roses, and the
men and women who
created them.
“(Groups can see) the
gardens and grounds that
display many unique rose
varieties, including test gardens and the
horizon garden, which showcases some of the
newest varieties,” said Jon Corken, executive
director of the American Rose Society. “In 2017, we
began our Great Garden Restoration. In the next few years, we
will totally renovate our gardens and it will tell the history of the
rose — the only garden in the world that will tell that great story.”
The gardens also include companion plants, fountains,
sculptures and the Dudley Watkins Reflection Pool. Rose
garden season is April 1–Oct. 31, with peak blooms occurring
in mid-April to late May and mid-September to late October.
American Rose Center
318-938-5402, ext. 223
rose.org/visit-public-gardens

American Rose Center
GroupTour.com
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In the name of lov
Loveland, Colorado

As America’s “Sweetheart City,”
it can be hard not to swoon over
the picturesque and welcoming
community of Loveland. Founded
in 1877 along the Colorado Central
Railroad, it was named in honor of
William A.H. Loveland, the railroad’s
president. Loveland’s claim to fame
is its valentine re-mailing program,
which is the nation’s largest,
sending love to all 50 states and

Visit Loveland
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100 countries during the month of
February. Visiting groups can’t miss
Sylvan Dale Guest Ranch; Benson
Sculpture Garden; and the collection
of downtown breweries, art galleries,
shops and restaurants.
“Our art experiences are truly
unique, as is the ability for groups
to have a remote dude ranch
experience just 10 minutes from the
city, so they can have the best of
both worlds,” said Chris Bierdeman,

tourism group sales coordinator for
Visit Loveland. “We often hear from
groups that they love the personable
experiences they get at Sylvan Dale
Guest Ranch, but also enjoy the
proximity and fun they have at the
sculpture garden and our quaint yet
thriving downtown.”
Visit Loveland
970-667-3882
visitlovelandco.org

ove

Loveland, Colo.

Harry & David
Medford, Oregon

Loveland, Colo.

Groups can savor all things sweet and decadent on a tour of
the Harry & David headquarters. Lively tour guides take guests
through the bakery, gift-packing facilities and candy kitchens
while sprinkling facts about the company’s history along the way.
“From the minute guests board the bus to the factory, they
become immersed in the rich Harry & David heritage and 83-year
history, which is brought to life in an informational video about the
brand’s origins,” said Kay Armstrong, tour director. “Visitors will
not only gain a better understanding of how the wide variety of
Harry & David products are brought to life, but they will also learn
more about its strong ties to Oregon’s
Rogue Valley and its evolution to
becoming one of America’s most beloved
gourmet food brands.”
Groups can see Harry & David’s culinary
team in action while they create smooth
chocolate truffles, Moose Munch Premium
Popcorn, baklava and rich cheesecakes.
Yes, samples are definitely included.
On the packaging side, groups can
see how Harry & David’s packaging
teams assemble gourmet gift towers and
baskets, and also catch a glimpse of
how the company’s famous Royal Riviera
Pears are sorted and packed. n
Harry & David
877-322-8000
harryanddavid.com/tours

Virginia Pride LOVEwork, Richmond, Va.

From top: Visit Loveland, Virginia is for Lovers
GroupTour.com
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Alabama
Huntsville

Whether groups are looking for an adventure into the galaxy
or to enjoy sublime Southern culture, in the high-tech city of
Huntsville they can do it all. Known as the “Rocket City” for its
contributions to the United States space program, Huntsville
also has over 550 restaurants offering delectable, traditional
Southern cuisine to fine upscale fare and everything in between.
“Huntsville, the ‘Rocket City,’ is not your typical Southern
town; it’s one in which groups can explore their scientific and
creative interests, savor Southern cuisine with a twist and find
serenity in nature,” said Pam Williams, tourism & education
sales manager for the Huntsville/Madison County Convention
& Visitors Bureau. “Huntsville is growing and ever-changing,
creating a very exciting atmosphere to enjoy.”
Huntsville/Madison County Convention
& Visitors Bureau
256-551-2204
huntsville.org

EXPLORE

Become an astronaut for
the day at Alabama’s No. 1
attraction and the world’s
largest space museum,
the U.S. Space & Rocket
Center, which is NASA’s
Marshall Space Flight Center
Visitor Center and the home
to Space Camp. Throughout
2019, visit Huntsville for
special events celebrating
the 50th anniversary of the
Apollo 11 moon landing.

Explore the group’s
artistic side at the largest
privately owned arts facility
in the country at Lowe Mill
ARTS & Entertainment.
Once a historic textile mill,
visitors can now shop the
eclectic artist market, sample
artisan chocolates from
Pizzelle’s Confections, and
sip handcrafted Irons One
whiskey and artisanal Piper &
Leaf tea.

U.S. Space
& Rocket Center
256-837-3400
rocketcenter.com

Lowe Mill ARTS
& Entertainment
256-533-0399
lowemill.net

Huntsville/Madison County CVB
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SEE

Did you know downtown
Huntsville is home to
the largest collection of
antebellum homes in
Alabama? Step back in time
in the Twickenham Historic
District, where groups will
find Southern architecture.
Just in time for the Alabama
Bicentennial, witness where
history was made at Alabama
Constitution Hall Park.
Huntsville/Madison County
Convention & Visitors
Bureau
256-551-2204
huntsville.org

TOUR

The Huntsville Botanical
Garden is a beautiful 120acre site with stunning floral
collections, inviting woodland
paths, grassy meadows and
aquatic areas. And, it has
the largest, open-air butterfly
house in the country. The
9,000-square-foot Purdy
Butterfly House is home to
thousands of native frogs,
tadpoles, butterflies, turtles
and other animals.
Huntsville
Botanical Garden
256-830-4447
hsvbg.org

alabama

Retrace history
at Bragg-Mitchell Mansion
In Mobile, groups can experience
traditional Southern elegance at the
Bragg-Mitchell Mansion. The mansion’s
circular staircase, double parlors and
grand rooms remind guests of a time
when hospitality was a way of life.
“It is the quintessential antebellum
Southern mansion with bracketed,
Greek Revival architectural style,” said
Lynn Stewart, director of the mansion.
“(Groups will learn) about the history
of the mansion and its inhabitants from
Judge John Bragg to the Mitchell family.
There is also discussion involved of the
history of the times surrounding the
families that lived here.”
Built in 1855, the historic mansion is
one of the most photographed buildings in all of Mobile, and it once was
the center of lively social gatherings.

It’s now canopied by century-old oaks
and furnished with antiques and crystal
chandeliers.
The 13,000-square-foot mansion facing Springhill Avenue was built by Judge
Bragg for his wife and family to enjoy
Mobile’s social season — Thanksgiving
through Mardi Gras. Since Bragg’s passing in 1878, four families have owned
the home.
The last private owner was the A.S.
Mitchell family, and they occupied the
home until 1965. The mansion was
donated to the Explore Center by the A.S.
Mitchell Foundation, and it was originally
going to be remodeled and transformed
into an interactive science museum.
Wanting to save the historic integrity of the home, the Explore Center
built the Gulf Coast Exploreum Science

Bragg-Mitchell Mansion

Center and then restored the mansion to
its original state.
Groups can choose from three different tours of the mansion: catered tea and
tour; catered lunch and mansion tour;
and a catered basket lunch and tour.
Tours are offered Tuesday through
Friday; however, private group tours
also can be arranged. n
Bragg-Mitchell Mansion
251-471-6364
braggmitchellmansion.com

GroupTour.com
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Helen Keller Birthplace
continues to inspire groups
A simple outdoor pump at a Tuscumbia home has become the symbol of
a miracle that unlocked the world to a
half-wild, blind and deaf child on a spring
day in 1887. On that day, 7-year-old Helen
Keller made the connection between the
cool water flowing from the pump and the
word her teacher tapped on her arm, freeing the girl from her dark, silent world.
More than 100 years later, travelers
can visit Ivy Green, birthplace of that
girl who became a remarkable woman
dedicating her life to improving conditions of the blind and deaf around the
world. They can even touch the pump
that changed Keller’s life so dramatically.
Groups can tour the white clapboard
home built in 1820 and the cottage
where Keller’s parents lived when they
Colbert County Tourism
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first married and where she was born.
Later, Helen lived there with Anne Sullivan, the teacher who connected her
with the world.
Visitors also can see hundreds of
Keller’s mementos, books and gifts
from travels to 25 countries where she
lectured for betterment of the blind and
deaf-blind.
Also on the grounds is the Lions
Club’s International Memorial Fountain,
a tribute to Keller for her advancement
of the blind.
“Helen Keller had a great impact
on people from all walks of life with
disabilities,” said Sue Pilkilton, executive director of Ivy Green. “People come
from all over the world to learn how
she overcame her disabilities. Some

have a child that is deaf or blind or has
other disabilities. Or, they come just for
inspiration.”
Early June through mid-July the
Miracle Worker, a play about Sullivan’s
breakthrough with Keller, is performed
on the grounds.
“Many people see The Miracle Worker
in theaters, but the unique thing about
our play is this is where the miracle took
place,” Pilkilton said.
Groups of 20 or more get a discount
on tours and reserved seats for the play.
Bus drivers and tour escorts get comped
tickets. n
Helen Keller Birthplace
256-383-4066
helenkellerbirthplace.org

alabama
Don’t miss a bloomin’ thing this Spring!

March: Azalea Bloom Out
April 13: Easter Egg Hunt, Breakfast with
the Easter Bunny
April 21: Easter Sunrise Service, 6:30 AM
Barber Motorsports Park

OPEN DAILY 8 AM – 5 PM
(Closed Thanksgiving, Christmas and New Year’s Days)

See ‘best and largest’ at Barber
Vintage Motorsports Museum
George Barber raced fast and dreamed
big. So, when the former race car driver
decided to build the world’s “best and largest” motorcycle collection, he did exactly
that. Located at the 880-acre Barber Motorsports Park in Birmingham, the Barber
Vintage Motorsports Museum houses
more than 1,600 motorcycles.
The motorcycles span over a century
of production, with more than 650 on
display on any given day and representing 200 different manufacturers from
20 countries — from Harley-Davidson,
Honda and Indian to Showa, DSK and
Cagiva. It also has a collection of vintage
Lotus race cars and other rare vehicles.
Groups may prearrange docent-led
tours, customized to a given group’s
preferences if desired. These tours
include a visit to the museum’s restoration level, an area normally closed to
the public. The cadre of highly trained
docents have individual specialties and
interests, so no two tours are ever the
same. Additionally, the museum offers
docent-led Premium Museum Tours on
a first-come, first-served basis.
“This is a good option for groups
with individuals who may want to pe-

251.973.2217
800.247.8420
bellingrath.org

ruse the collection independently rather
than participate in the docent-led tour,”
said Kelly Stewart, communications
manager at the museum.
Throughout the year, free tours of
Barber Motorsports Park are offered via
open-air trams to garden club groups,
with information tailored to the specific
audience of aficionados, from budding
to guru gardeners.
“This park contains everything from
native species to rare, cloned trees and
unusual flora,” Stewart said. “There’s a
ton of art and sculptures throughout
the park as well as an actively used road
course, so garden tours are chock-full of
subject matter and things to see.”
Museum Talks on a variety of topics
are another calendar staple. One of the
talks is a special program held in February about the Lotus cars. The museum
has an impressive 55-car sub-collection
of the thoroughbred sports car. n
Barber Vintage Motorsports Museum
205-702-8737
barbermuseum.org

GroupTour.com
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Arkansas
Fort Smith

Fort Smith is an exciting destination known as the “Star of
the Western Frontier,” where many museums and attractions
reflect the rich Old West heritage; showcasing its influence
through a special brand of hospitality. Groups will “learn the
legends” and “live the history” as they walk in the footsteps of
Judge Isaac C. Parker, known as “the hangin’ judge” and Bass
Reeves, the first African-American deputy marshal west of the
Mississippi River.
The city has a fascinating tale of the Wild West frontier;
stories come alive when groups step into this historic border
town.
“We embrace our colorful heritage and invite folks to bring a
heart that loves history and we’ll show them ways to fill it,” said
Carolyn Joyce, tour and travel sales director for the Fort Smith
Convention & Visitors Bureau.
Fort Smith Convention & Visitors Bureau
800-637-1477
fortsmith.org

VISIT

Fort Smith National
Historic Site includes the
barracks, courthouse, frontier
jail and restored gallows
of the Federal Court of the
Western District of Arkansas.
Groups have the chance to
see Judge Isaac C. Parker’s
courtroom and step inside
the old jail known as “Hell on
the Border.” Parker sat on the
bench for 21 years.
Fort Smith National
Historic Site
479-783-3961
nps.gov/fosm

Fort Smith CVB
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SEE

VIEW

Miss Laura’s Visitor
Center is an ornate, centuryold building that was once
known as Miss Laura’s Social
Club. It now serves as Fort
Smith’s visitor center. One of
seven houses of ill repute in
the red light district in 1900,
it came to be known as “The
Queen on the Row.” It’s the
only former bordello on the
National Register of Historic
Places, and it is fully restored.

The Bass Reeves
Monument honors Bass
Reeves, the first AfricanAmerican who worked as a
deputy U.S. marshal west
of the Mississippi River. He
arrested more than 3,000
felons while serving as a
lawman for Parker’s federal
court. The city dedicated
Arkansas’ first mounted
equestrian statue, that of the
legendary Reeves, in 2012.

Miss Laura’s Visitor Center
800-637-1477
fortsmith.org

Bass Reeves Monument
479-783-8888
fortsmith.org/bass
-reeves-monument

RIDE

Experience a window seat
to history on the Arkansas
& Missouri Railroad.
Groups can take a scenic
tour through the beautiful
Ozark and Boston mountains.
Travel through a tunnel and
over three trestles spanning
hollows, up to 125 feet
above the ground. Enjoy the
company of period-dressed
conductors and crew.
Arkansas & Missouri
Railroad
479-725-4017
amtrainrides.com

arkansas

Brightwater highlights Arkansas’
growing culinary scene
At Brightwater: A Center for the Study of Food in Bentonville, food is treated as an art, and a form of wellness and business. As a culinary school for Northwest Arkansas Community
College, Brightwater’s world-class training in applied farming,
seasonal cooking and fermentation are just a sampling of its
unique classes.
In addition to artisanal food, pastry and baking, culinary
arts, and beverage management, Brightwater offers courses on
food-waste reduction, food security and culinary nutrition.
“We hope that the takeaway for our visitors is that Brightwater is so much more than a culinary school,” said Meghan
Brossman, marketing support specialist at Brightwater. “We
are, in fact, a center for the study of food. We offer courses that
are useful outside of the kitchen, i.e., food writing, English,
math and communications courses, which are taught as a part
of the curriculum here on-site. We are dedicated to reducing
food waste in our community, and hold weekly Food Recovery
sessions in an effort to feed our food insecure students and
those in our community who are food insecure.”

Brightwater: A Center for the Study of Food

Brightwater is located inside 8th Street Market, a community-focused food hub near downtown Bentonville.
Groups can tour Brightwater and learn about its history and
its key pillars — food as art, food as wellness and food as business — by visiting each classroom and kitchen.
“Groups will get a firsthand look at Brightwater’s state-ofthe-art facilities and have opportunities to explore the facilities
beyond Brightwater,” Brossman said. “The 8th Street Market
hub is home to a craft beer brewery, a bean-to-bar chocolate
shop and one of Bentonville’s most beloved Mexican restaurants.”
Guided tours of Brightwater are offered Monday through
Friday, and group reservations should be made at least one
week in advance. n
Brightwater: A Center for the Study of Food
479-631-8600
brightwater.org

GroupTour.com
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Florida
Sarasota

There’s much more to this pristine stretch of Florida’s Gulf
Coast than its award-winning, white-sand beaches. Fine arts,
food and rich culture run deep in Sarasota, offering an exciting
and endless itinerary for groups that may want to trade their
bathing suits for dinner jackets and hit the bustling town. Groups
can board a leisurely cruise, view renowned art pieces and even
soak in mineral springs, all in Sarasota County.
“We are lucky to have a bounty of natural beauty here,” said
Virginia Haley, president of Visit Sarasota County. “Additionally,
Sarasota’s diverse cultural offerings make it the perfect getaway
for anyone craving the stress-free, coastal lifestyle.”
Visit Sarasota County
941-955-099, ext. 122
visitsarasota.com

SEE

CRUISE

RELAX

One of the pre-eminent
art and cultural collections
in the country, The Ringling
is far from an average
museum. Treasured
paintings, sculptures and a
44,000-piece circus model
carry on the legacy of the
property’s original owner,
John Ringling. The Ca’ d’Zan
– Ringling’s winter home –
remains on-site and is open
to visitors.

Der Dutchman is the
best place to find all of those
calories lost after a long,
sun-soaked day at the beach.
Decades of practice built
these famous Amish recipes,
from hearty meat-and-potato
offerings, to dozens of sweet,
homemade pies. Groups
can bring that Amish charm
home by stopping upstairs in
Carlisle Gifts after finishing up
their meal.

Welcome aboard
LeBarge Tropical Cruises
— the unmistakable party
boat of Sarasota Bay.
Choose from a variety of
sightseeing cruises, including
wildlife tours of dolphins and
manatees, or a more relaxing
sunset cruise. The doubledecker vessel offers food,
drinks and live entertainment
to accompany its unique view
of Sarasota.

Step off the regular tourist
track and into the calm and
healing waters of Warm
Mineral Springs Park.
Nicknamed “The Fountain of
Youth,” the mineral-rich water
is said to have limitless health
benefits for those bathing in
the ancient sinkhole, which
naturally maintains a yearround temperature above
85 degrees, containing an
estimated 51 minerals.

The Ringling
941-358-3176
ringling.org

Der Dutchman
941-955-8007
dhgroup.com

LeBarge Tropical Cruises
941-366-6116
lebargetropicalcruises.com

Warm Mineral Springs Park
941-426-1692
cityofnorthport.com

Visit Sarasota County
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Sip through Jacksonville’s
hopping craft beer scene
Visit Jacksonville

Jacksonville’s got sunny weather,
unique craft breweries and a pristine
coastline — what more could groups
ask for? The Jax Ale Trail is an introduction to Jacksonville’s emerging craft beer
scene, and it’s one of the best ways to
explore this Florida city’s vibrant neighborhoods and flavors.
“It is a very collaborative scene,
where the breweries work together
to organize special events and create
unique local flavorings for new beers,”
said Patty Winters, communications
manager for Visit Jacksonville. “Visiting
our breweries gives you a sense of Jacksonville and allows you to discover new
neighborhoods and areas of the city. You
can taste the flavors of Jacksonville, try
new craft beers, explore historic buildings that have been restored to house
these new breweries, and learn about the
beer-making process.”
Jacksonville is currently home to 15
craft breweries, and that number is constantly growing. With the Jax Ale Trail,
groups receive a brewery passport that
gets stamped at each local brewery they
visit, earning free Jax Ale Trail beer swag
as they go along.

Passports are available at visitor
centers and breweries on the trail. Four
stamps wins groups a beer koozie; eight
stamps earns a Jax Ale Trail T-shirt and
koozie; and a fully stamped passport
rewards groups with a koozie, T-shirt
and a secret prize.
The self-led tour allows groups to
explore different breweries and areas of
the city at their own pace.
“This is a self-guided tour; each
brewery has its own dedicated tour
hours where they show visitors the
taproom and the brewing facilities,”
Winters said. “There is also a company
in Jacksonville called the Jax Brew Bus
that offers guided tours for groups as
well.”
The largest taproom in the city,
Intuition Ale Works is a must-visit for
groups exploring downtown Jacksonville. The small-batch craft brewery
focuses on quality, creative beers, and,
in 2012, it was the first craft brewery in
Florida to can its beers. n

COME FACE TO FACE

WITH SPACE

Explore more and buy tickets
at KennedySpaceCenter.com
or call 855.410.4897

Jax Ale Trail
800-733-2668
visitjacksonville.com/jax-ale-trail
GroupTour.com
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Georgia
DeKalb County

Located just 6 miles east of downtown Atlanta, DeKalb
County is Georgia’s third-largest county and by far the South’s
most culturally diverse as well. Home to Georgia’s biggest and
most popular attractions, including Stone Mountain Park —
Georgia’s most-visited attraction — DeKalb County is a place for
groups to truly discover the unexpected.
“Discover the diversity of Georgia firsthand as you dine, shop
and explore your way through our many vibrant cities, including
Brookhaven, Chamblee, Doraville, Stonecrest and Tucker,” said
James Tsismanakis, CEO of Discover DeKalb Convention &
Visitors Bureau. “With over 80 lodging options, easy access
to Georgia’s major highways and all the fun you could want,
DeKalb would be honored to have you.”
Discover DeKalb Convention & Visitors Bureau
866-633-5252
discoverdekalb.com

DINE

Explore an international
corridor on Buford Highway,
a 3-mile radius of over 200
immigrant-owned businesses,
shops, boutiques and
restaurants. Whether groups
are looking for the best fresh
guacamole, the best place to
get banh mi, or even the best
place to watch futból, Buford
Highway has all of it covered.
Discover DeKalb
Convention & Visitors
Bureau
866-633-5252
discoverdekalb.com

Discover DeKalb CVB
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TOUR

At the epicenter of
public health is Atlanta’s
Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention, the official
federal agency tasked with
keeping people safe through
promotion, prevention and
preparedness. Groups can
visit the David J. Sencer
CDC Museum, which
provides insight into public
health topics and details the
history of the organization.
David J. Sencer
CDC Museum
404-639-0830
cdc.gov/museum

SEE

STAY

Explore 400 million years
of detailed history at the
Arabia Mountain National
Heritage Area. This
congressional-designated
area beckons outdoor lovers
to experience a myriad of
natural wonders. Groups
are welcome to explore with
a guided ranger hike to
the peak, or see a host of
wildlife at AWARE.

This redesigned premier
hotel is located near the heart
of all the action. Discover the
Atlanta Marriott Century
Center. The sleek decor,
platform beds, flat-screen TVs
and spa-like bathrooms are
perfect for groups looking to
be centrally located in DeKalb
County. Experience Southerninspired fare at Central Rail
Kitchen + Bar.

Arabia Mountain National
Heritage Area
404-998-8384
arabiaalliance.org

Atlanta Marriott
Century Center
404-325-0000
marriott.com

georgia

Explore a literary icon at Marietta
Gone with the Wind Museum
There’s nothing like seeing the “real
thing.” That’s why so many travelers enjoy visiting the Marietta Gone with the
Wind Museum at historic Brumby Hall,
where they can view many original artifacts of the Pulitzer Prize-winning book
and Academy Award-winning movie.
“Everybody who comes just loves
the original artifacts,” said Connie
Sutherland, executive director of the
museum. “We do have a few reproductions of dresses that Warner Bros. gave
us, but it’s different when you look at the
real thing. You’re standing before history
of the greatest movie of all time — so
say the numbers.”
The epic movie of romance set
during the Civil War premiered in
1939 in Atlanta where author Margaret
Mitchell lived.

To mark the 80th anniversary of the
premiere, a three-day celebration at the
museum will be held from June 21–23
this year, paying a special tribute to
Gone with the Wind.
The museum exhibits the extensive
collection of memorabilia owned by Dr.
Christopher Sullivan, an Akron, Ohio,
physician who has collected Gone with
the Wind artifacts for decades.
The collection includes Mitchell's
personal volumes, the movie script
bound in black leather with Lana
Turner’s name in gold on it (Turner was
in the running for the role of Scarlett),
original interoffice memos from the
Selznick studio, costumes, rare press
and publicity books, and the personal
script of Ona Munson, who played Belle
Watling in the film.

A treasured item in the collection is
the original Bengaline silk honeymoon
gown worn by Scarlett when she honeymooned in New Orleans with Rhett in
the movie.
“I love having groups here,” Sutherland said. “We give the history of this
house along with the tour. It’s kind of
like our own Tara.”
Special rates are available for groups
of 15 or more. Groups get a 45-minute
guided tour of the facility including the
Margaret Mitchell Room, the Premiere
Room, the Costume Room and the Cast
Room. n
Marietta Gone With the Wind Museum
770-794-5576
gwtwmarietta.com

The Antebellum Trail will sweep you off your feet.
The history of the pre-Civil War south comes alive on Georgia’s
Antebellum Trail. This 100-mile pass-through stretches from
Macon to Athens, with stops along the way to shop, dine and
soak in the region’s rich heritage and cultural icons.

MACON MUST-SEES
Hay House | Cannonball House | 1842 Inn | Burke Mansion
Hay House

Plan your self-guided group tour through
the Antebellum Trail at VisitMacon.org
sfulbright@VisitMacon.org | 800.768.3401

GroupTour.com
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Center for Civil and Human Rights
shines light on equality
In Atlanta, groups can explore the
American civil rights movement and see
how it connects to today’s struggle for
global human rights.
The 42,000-square-foot Center for
Civil and Human Rights was established in 2007, and it was first imagined
by civil rights legends Evelyn Lowery
and former United Nations Ambassador Andrew Young. It was officially
launched by former Atlanta Mayor
Shirley Franklin.
The center is located in a major Atlanta hot spot: downtown on Pemberton
Place, adjacent to the World of CocaCola and the Georgia Aquarium.
The Civil Rights Movement gallery

provides an interactive space where
groups can learn about the American
civil rights movement through sights
and sounds of working to transform the
United States from Jim Crow laws to
equal rights.
Groups can even sit down and participate in a lunch counter sit-in simulation, and place themselves in the shoes
of the non-violent protesters in 1960.
The Martin Luther King, Jr. Collection gallery features a rotating exhibit
of items from the Morehouse College
Martin Luther King, Jr. Collection.
There, groups can view and examine the
personal papers and items of Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr.

The Human Rights Movement
gallery allows groups to make connections to the world of human rights
through interactive technology made
for all audiences. The goal there is for
visitors to gain a deeper understanding of human rights, and how it affects
everyone’s lives.
Groups can tour the center on their
own, or participate in a guided tour. Typical visits to the center last roughly 90–120
minutes, and discounted tickets are offered
for groups of 10 more people. n
Center for Civil and Human Rights
678-999-8990, ext. 4
civilandhumanrights.org

GTM/Kelsey Smith
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Kentucky
Owensboro

Bluegrass, bourbon and barbecue — those are just a few of
the exciting things Owensboro is well-known for. This unique,
group-friendly community sits on a magic bend on the Ohio
River and welcomes its visitors as family. Groups will certainly
take advantage of Owensboro’s exciting, authentic experiences
at affordable prices.
“Welcoming new friends to the artistic community of
Owensboro is something we look forward to every day,” said
Dave Kirk, destination management at Visit Owensboro. “With
the brand-new Bluegrass Music Hall of Fame and Museum, we
can offer something different every time for our guests.”
Visit Owensboro
270-926-1100
visitowensboro.com

RELAX

There’s no better place
to enjoy the outdoors along
the Ohio River in downtown
Owensboro than Smothers
Park. The park is home
of Lazy Dayz Playground,
which was named the “Top
Playground in the World”
by Landscape Architects
Network. The park features
three water fountains with a
show every 15 minutes, plus
a cascading waterfall.
Smothers Park
270-687-8333
owensboroparks.org

TOUR

DINE

A brand-new facility,
Bluegrass Music Hall of
Fame & Museum hosts
world-class bluegrass,
newgrass and Americana
artists every weekend in its
450-seat, state-of-the art
theater. Aside from shows,
be sure groups check
out the hall of fame and
the exhibits dedicated to
bluegrass music.

Moonlite Bar-B-Q Inn, a
revered barbecue mainstay
known for its smoked
meats (including mutton),
plus lunch and dinner
buffets, is sure to satisfy all
appetites. The local favorite
was named “Kentucky’s Best
BBQ” by Southern Living
and was also selected by
Thrillist as one of “The 33
Best BBQ Joints in America.”

Bluegrass Music Hall
of Fame & Museum
270-926-7891
bluegrassmuseum.org

Moonlite Bar-B-Q Inn
270-684-8143
moonlite.com

SIP

Historic tradition meets
innovation at O.Z. Tyler
Distillery, a new Kentucky
Bourbon Trail distillery. There,
groups have the chance
to enjoy a tour and tasting
where they learn about how
the historic bourbon distillery
was brought back to life
to make bourbon unlike
anywhere else in the world,
all through a speed-aging
process.
O.Z. Tyler Distillery
270-240-0060
oztylerdistillery.com

Clockwise from top: Visit Owensboro, AP Imagery, Visit Owensboro (3)

GroupTour.com
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KENTUCKY
* Concert Venue
* Live Theatre
Community
Events
*
* Group Friendly
Creating Memories since 1934
Plaza Theatre

115 E Main St., Glasgow KY

historicplaza.com
270-361-2101
Support was provided by the Kentucky Department of Tourism with additonal funding from the Glasgow Barren County Tourist Commission

Courtesy of Fourth Street Live!

Unwind at Fourth Street Live!
Fourth Street Live! is the place to be
in Louisville. The downtown dining and
entertainment district houses nearly 20
different venues of varying styles on two
levels. Tiers at Fourth Street Live! can
accommodate 50 to 6,000 people, and
the street is also an outdoor plaza with a
canopied roof and a concert stage.
“What we have is the premier
entertainment and dining destination
with live entertainment and unique
dining experiences,” said Jenny Clements, director of marketing for Fourth
Street Live! “The majority of our traffic
is folks visiting the area who come
down to dine with us or to enjoy the
live entertainment. We do national acts
on our stage, and we also do local live
bands as well.”
Among the restaurants at Fourth
Street Live! are Bourbon Raw, Brazeiros
Churrascaria Brazilian Steakhouse,
Goose Island Beer Bridge, Gordon
Biersch Brewery Restaurant, Guy Fieri's
Smokehouse, Hard Rock Cafe, Pizza
Bar Louisville, Tavern on Fourth, The
Fudgery, The Sports and Social Club,
and Whiskey Dry by Ed Lee.
26
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The venue also is the site of several
special events including Pig and Swig,
a festival in April focusing on craft beer
and barbecue. Another popular event is
Hot Country Nights, a series of performances by nationally known country
artists held May through September.
Visitors can dance, clap and sing at a
dueling piano bar at Howl at the Moon;
ride a mechanical bull at PBR Louisville
and pedal their way to various pubs on
The Thirsty Pedaler.
At Jim Beam Urban Stillhouse, groups
can have a full-bodied bourbon experience with tastings, classes and food pairings, and buy bourbon in personalized,
engraved bottles, Clements said.
“We can definitely accommodate
large groups and we’re happy to host
special events for groups when they
come to town,” she said. “It’s all about
the unique dining experiences and the
nightlife — the opportunity to see national acts in a more intimate setting.” n
Fourth Street Live!
502-417-7640
4thstlive.com

Pikeville-Pike County, Kentucky Attractions

Streetcar Challenge
2nd Weekend

May - Oct., 2018
VisitPikeville.com

Main Street Live
1st & 3rd Fri., June - Sept.

& 2 Award-Winning
Theatres

Hatfield & McCoy

Historic Tours

Southern
Culinary

Audio Driving Tour
CD Available

Unique Dining with
Eastern Kentucky Flair

(800) 844-7453

TourPikeCounty.com/motorcoaches
Download Itineraries Today!

GroupTour.com
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Louisiana
Lake Charles

The South’s premier casino resort destination, Lake Charles
also has an incredibly diverse offering of culture, world-famous
food (including fresh Louisiana seafood), festivals, the great
outdoors and historic attractions. Lake Charles is a must for
groups exploring Louisiana.
Lake Charles is a unique area conveniently located on
Interstate 10, halfway between Houston, Texas, and Baton
Rouge, known for its colorful mixture of Cajuns, cowboys and
the breezy coast. But, what really makes the region special is
that the locals love making visitors feel at home, but it’s done in
style, of course — with a special Cajun/Creole twist.
Lake Charles/Southwest Louisiana
Convention & Visitors Bureau
337-436-9588
visitlakecharles.org

EXPLORE

The perfect place to get
acquainted with nature is
along the Creole Nature
Trail All-American Road.
Spot alligators and over 400
bird species at several wildlife
refuges on this 180-mile
scenic byway affectionally
known as Louisiana’s
Outback. Or, discover
abundant opportunities at
more than 19 miles of natural
Gulf beaches.
Creole Nature Trail
337-436-9588
visitlakecharles.org/
creole-nature-trail

SIP

Taste the authentic spirit of
Louisiana with a guided tour
of Bayou Rum Distillery, the
largest private rum distillery in
the United States. Bayou Rum
is handcrafted the Louisiana
way — in a traditional copper
pot using Louisiana sugar
cane and molasses. The
facility offers group distillery
tours, a rum tasting bar and
gift shop.
Bayou Rum
337-588-5800, ext. 100
bayourum.com/distillery

SEE

PLAY

Groups can experience
Mardi Gras year-round at
the Mardi Gras Museum of
Imperial Calcasieu, which
features the largest display of
Mardi Gras costumes in the
world. During the tour, groups
learn about the history and
traditions of Mardi Gras, all
while being wowed by more
than 300 elaborate costumes.

Groups can experience
Las Vegas-style gaming in a
year-round sub-tropical resort
atmosphere. Four world-class
casinos, including Golden
Nugget Lake Charles,
offer slots, table games
and horse racing along with
luxurious accommodations,
savory dining options, retail
shopping and golf.

Mardi Gras Museum
of Imperial Calcasieu
337-430-0043
mardi-gras-museumof-imperial-calcasieu.
business.site

Golden Nugget
Lake Charles
844-777-4653
goldennugget.com/lake
-charles/casino

Clockwise from top: Monsour’s Photography, Lake Charles/Southwest Louisiana CVB (2), Louisiana Cookin, Lindsey Janies Photography
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LOUISIANA

Uncork a group
experience
at Landry
Vineyards

Bring Your Group To

Your group will enjoy uncovering
Houma’s rich 300-year-old history.
And, with live entertainment found
almost every evening, we’ll have
your krewe tapping their toes and
learning the Cajun Two-Step to the
unique sounds of South Louisiana.

www.houmatravel.com

800-688-2732

Located in the Hill Country of West
Monroe in Ouachita Parish, Landry
Vineyards is a family-owned and -operated agritourism and visitor destination. The vineyard was established in
1999 by Libby and Jeff Landry and their
four sons.
The vineyard has grown over its two
decades in operation — from 2 acres
of grape vines to 17½. After Hurricane
Katrina, the family relocated themselves
and the business to higher ground. They
now reside on a 20-acre site featuring a
winery, vineyards and a tasting room.
The Landrys share their passion
with locals and visitors alike through
tours and tastings. Tours take place on
Saturdays by appointment.
Visiting groups hear the history of
Landry Vineyards; participate in wine
tastings; and take guided tours of the
winery, vineyards, cellar, bottling facility and madeira room — where the La
Heat port-style dessert wine is made.
“We have hosted many tour buses
and groups in the past and many have
commented that they have been to
other regions of the county and toured
vineyards, and the tour that Mr. Landry
gives is exceptional, knowledgeable and
personable,” Libby Landry said.
Landry Vineyards makes 20 different wines, including dry and semiLandry Vineyards
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sweet in both white and red wines.
“We have something for the most
experienced wine drinker to someone
just starting out and likes a sweetness,”
Landry said.
Each year, Landry Vineyards
produces roughly 33,000 gallons of
handcrafted wine.
The muscadine wine, made from native muscadine grapes, is a local favorite.
“The locals in north Louisiana grew
up on and love the muscadine wines, it
is very reminiscent to them and brings

back memories of the past when they
visited the country and picked the muscadine grapes in the woods.”
In addition to tours and tastings, the
vineyard hosts outdoor music concerts
in the spring and fall, with 12 concerts
on the schedule for 2019.
Landry Vineyards can accommodate
approximately 200 guests at one time. n
Landry Vineyards
318-557-9051
landryvineyards.com

Landry Vineyards

PLAY AND GET AWAY ON THE

NORTHSHORE

Visit St. Tammany Parish and bring your appetite for
great Louisiana cooking, and for living.
Come paddle the bayou, pedal the Tammany Trace,
tour Honey Island Swamp, do the Dew Drop, toast the town
at Abita Brewery or Pontchartrain Vineyards, and indulge
your sweet tooth at The Candy Bank.

Less than an hour from New Orleans,
the Mississippi Gulf Coast, and Baton Rouge.

8 0 0 - 6 3 4 - 9 4 4 3 • L o u i s i a n a N o r t h s h o r e . c o m /g r o u p s
GroupTour.com
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Experience the simple life at Acadian Village
One of the best ways to get a sense of
the rich cultural history in Lafayette is to
see what life was like in the 1800s when
French pioneers expelled from Canada’s
Acadie region settled in Louisiana.
Acadian — eventually mispronounced by Americans as Cajun —

culture draws tourists from around the
world. Today, Acadiana is recognized as
a 22-parish region of southern Louisiana
that is home to a large concentration of
Cajuns and a large rural Creole population.
Lafayette is in the heart of the region,

and LARC's Acadian Village preserves
this cultural history. The open-air museum is operated by LARC, a nonprofit
that helps adults with special needs,
and it is open 11 months of the year for
group tours.
The early Acadian settlers lived a
Lafayette Travel

Yo u r g r o u p s c a n h a n g
Out Here in
New Orleans Plantation Country
anytime of the year!
Winter is a wonderland of
exciting festivals
celebrating our food,
history, and culture.
Spring offers sensational
outdoor adventures in our
swamps, bayous, and lakes.
Summer is perfect for
sightseeing tours at our
unique historical
and cultural attractions.
Fa l l i s a fa b u lo u s t i m e t o
examine and explore our
beautiful architecture.
Willma Harvey is waiting to help plan
tours for your groups. Contact her at
willma@visitnopc.com
985-359-2783.
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very simple life, according to director
Thomas Gotte, and that makes for an
uncomplicated group tour stop, he said.
“Acadian Village is not a rushedthrough attraction and our groups love
that about us,” Gotte said. “When they
get here, it’s a welcome step away from
the hustle and bustle.”
That doesn’t mean unexciting,
though.
“We are the oldest authentic village
in Acadiana, and one thing that sets us
apart from other villages in the area is
that all of the homes we take guests into
are authentic,” he said. “The homes have
very interesting and diverse artifacts, because this is a collection of homes from
different families.”

The village has 12 original and replica structures, from the Bernard House
dating back to 1800 to the New Hope
Chapel, a replica of an 1850s chapel.
Self-guided, guided and audio tours
are available in English and French.
A Cajun-born and raised in Lafayette
guide conducts the French tour. Tour
planners can also ask about arranging
for a volunteer blacksmith to demon-

strate century-old techniques.
Groups must schedule in advance,
and discounted admission is available. Find on-site motorcoach parking,
shaded picnic tables and a gift shop with
a focus on locally made merchandise. n
Acadian Village
337-981-2364
acadianvillage.org

S T A Y L A F AY E T T E
Plan your escape to t he Happiest Cit y in America.

L A F AY E T T E T R AV E L . C O M / Groups

800 346 1958

GroupTour.com
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Mississippi
Gulfport

The Mississippi Gulf Coast’s temperate climate, along with
its astounding natural beauty, makes for the perfect year-round
destination. There is an incredible number of things for groups
to do, see and experience across the region: from an array
of outdoor activities on land and water, to a wide variety of
attractions, museums and festivals.
When it comes to food, this is the place to be. From quaint
coastal seafood spots to fine dining, Gulfport has it all. In short,
Gulfport checks all of the boxes: great food, great weather, great
prices, great people and a great way of life.
Visit Mississippi Gulf Coast
228-896-6699
gulfcoast.org

SEE

SHOP

DINE

Ocean Adventures
Marine Park at The Institute
for Marine Mammal Studies
offers visitors a chance to
meet with a vast array of
marine life. Groups can
discover the fascinating world
through interactive exhibits
and pools, as well as dolphin,
sea lion, reptile and bird
shows. Visitors can even
swim with the dolphins.

For a little retail therapy,
visit the Gulf Coast’s premier
shopping destination,
Gulfport Premium Outlets,
and find an exciting collection
of over 70 designer and
name-brand outlet stores all
in one location. Stroll through
the shopping center, browse
the extensive selection of
offerings and take home a
steal of a deal.

Located in downtown
Gulfport overlooking Gulfport
Marina at Jones Park, Patio
44 offers delicious dining
with fabulous ocean views.
Relax on the patio and
sample some local brews
and Gulf-fresh delicacies,
all while taking in the sea
breeze and watching the sun
set — the perfect coastal
dining experience.

Ocean Adventures
Marine Park
228-896-9182
oceanadventures.us

Gulfport Premium Outlets
228-867-6100
premiumoutlets.com/
outlet/Gulfport

Patio 44
228-265-7101
patiofortyfour.com

Clockwise from top: Visit Mississippi Gulf Coast (2), Boyce Upholt, Gulfport Premium Outlets, Visit Mississippi Gulf Coast
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PLAY

Take a chance at Island
View Casino Resort. This
waterfront casino shares
plenty of opportunities to
win big at nearly 3,000 of
the hottest slots, 49 table
games and newly added
sportsbooks. Enjoy views
of the Mississippi Sound
at the new smoke-free
beach casino, with live
entertainment and a plethora
of dining options.
Island View Casino Resort
228-314-2100
islandviewcasino.com

Open Doors to Curiosity. Discovery. Belonging.

Step through our doors today. Come explore the many stories that
connect us all as Mississippians.
222 North Street, Jackson
museumofmshistory.com

Shine Light on the Power of Courage.

Explore the movement that changed the nation — and the people
behind it.
222 North Street, Jackson
mscivilrightsmuseum.com

GroupTour.com
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Beauvoir shares a slice
of 1800s Southern culture
Each year, thousands of visitors tour
the Biloxi home of Jefferson Davis, the
solider and politician who is best known
as the only president of the Confederate
States of America. It was in this whitecolumned mansion that Davis wrote his
memoir, and today the historic seaside
estate offers a glimpse into 1880s Southern culture while preserving the legacy
of Davis and the Southern solider.
“Some (groups) just come to see the
Beauvoir home and the museum, others
come for lunch tours or beignets and
coffee,” said Hilda Hellwig, events and
marketing manager at Beauvoir.
Groups can take in the front-porch
view of the Mississippi Sound and the
Gulf of Mexico, and they’ll know how
the property got its name — Beauvoir is
French for beautiful view.
The house was built in 1852 as a
summer home for a Mississippi plantation owner. Davis rented one of its
cottages in 1877 when he came to the
Gulf Coast to start work on his memoir.
He purchased the property in 1879 and
lived there until his death in 1889.
Beauvoir then served as a home for

veterans and their families, and today is
owned and operated by the Mississippi
Division of the Sons of Confederate
Veterans. It has been open to the public
since 1941.
Visitors can take a guided tour of the
house restored back to 1889 with furniture, art and textiles belonging to the
Davis family. Next to the house are two
cottages that are replicas that have been
rebuilt after Hurricane Katrina damaged the originals in 2005. The grounds
also include a Confederate cemetery, a
garden named after Davis’ wife and a
lagoon.
The Jefferson Davis Presidential
Library was established in 1998 and the
Beauvoir Museum includes displays
such as Civil War firearms, Confederate
flags and medical devices.
Group and step-on tours must be
booked 24 hours in advance, and group
rates are available. n
Beauvoir, The Jefferson Davis Home
& Presidential Library
228-388-4400, ext. 216
visitbeauvoir.org/grouptours

Whether you’re here to
shop, to ride, to taste or
to marvel…there’s just
something about Ridgeland,
Inside + Out.
800-468-6078
Ridgeland Fine Arts Festival
April 6-7, 2019
as part of

Art, Wine, and
Wheels Weekend

Beauvoir, The Jefferson Davis Home & Presidential Library
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Missouri
Springfield

Springfield is rooted in the celebration of family, friends and
life’s genuine moments. It’s a seamless blend of metropolitan
charisma and Midwestern charm where groups can indulge
their taste buds at over 700 unique eateries representing a
variety of cuisines, visit world-class attractions, and explore
the city’s history and natural beauty. Springfield’s blend of
amenities makes it a welcoming destination for people from all
walks of life.
“Wherever your heart takes you in Springfield, the city
will help you do the things you love with the people you love
while celebrating all of life’s simple pleasures,” said Susan
Wade, public relations manager for the Springfield, Missouri,
Convention & Visitors Bureau.
Springfield, Missouri, Convention & Visitors Bureau
417-881-5300
springfieldmo.org

DO

TOUR

SEE

PLAY

A must-see for groups
in Springfield is the Bass
Pro Shops Outdoor World
and Wonders of Wildlife
National Museum &
Aquarium. The Springfield
store is the first, largest
and most distinctive of the
Bass Pro Shops and the
adjacent Wonders of Wildlife
is a world-class museum
and aquarium dedicated to
conservation education.

A 55-minute guided
tour follows an ancient
underground riverbed filled
with massive formations at
Fantastic Caverns. The
caverns were discovered
back in 1862. Tours are
conducted on trams and
the cave stays 60 degrees
year-round, making it a
comfortable experience for all
groups, including those with
limited mobility.

The second major battle
of the Civil War took place
just outside Springfield and
the battle site, Wilson’s
Creek National Battlefield,
is one of six national parks
in Missouri. The free visitor
center features a film,
museum and changing
exhibits. A 5-mile, self-guided
tour road allows visitors to
explore the battlefield via
automobile.

As an AA affiliate of
the St. Louis Cardinals, a
Springfield Cardinals
baseball game is fun for all
groups. Popular promo nights
include fun themes and
giveaways, and fireworks are
scheduled for every Friday
night home game. Giveaways
include bobbleheads,
beer steins, duffle bags,
caps, T-shirts, and other
memorabilia and collectibles.

Bass Pro Shops Outdoor
World
417-887-7334
basspro.com

Fantastic Caverns
417-833-2010
fantasticcaverns.com

Wilson’s Creek National
Battlefield
417-732-2662, ext. 227
nps.gov/wicr

Springfield Cardinals
417-863-2143
milb.com/springfield

Springfield, Missouri, CVB

GroupTour.com
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Meet the makers in Platte County
Groups have several opportunities to
meet the makers in Platte County.
Green Dirt Farm and Creamery in
Weston produces award-winning cheese
and yogurt from sheep’s milk.
“We are a grass-based sheep dairy,”
said Sarah Hoffmann, owner and
executive cheesemaker. “That makes us
unusual in the United States.”
Groups can tour the farm, view the
milking parlor and cheese kitchen, and
then sample the cheese at the in-town
retail shop.
Holladay Distillery in Weston is one
of the country’s oldest distilleries west of
the Mississippi River that is still operating in its original location. Owned by
McCormick Distilling Co., the Holladay
Distillery opened back in 1856.
38
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Holladay began distilling bourbon
in 2015 — after a hiatus of 30 years. On
an hourlong tour, visitors are able to see,
smell, taste and touch Missouri bourbon
being made using the original recipe
from 160 years ago.
The tour includes the limestone
spring that explorers Meriwether Lewis
and William Clark discovered in 1804,
and which still provides the water for
the distillery. The stone stillhouse dates
to 1856 and is where Benjamin Holladay started using the limestone water
to make bourbon. It’s been updated with
the latest distilling technology.
At the warehouse, visitors see where
the bourbon is aged in American whiteoak barrels. Lantern-led night tours of
the distillery also are available.

GTM /David Hoekman

Jowler Creek Winery, known as Missouri’s first green winery, is located in
Platte City. The winery uses solar power
to make wine, sheep to control weeds
and chickens to reduce insects on the
6-acre vineyard.
“It was the sheep that really got us
started on a green winery,” said Jason
Gerke, owner and winemaker. “We
never intended to be a green winery.”
The winery produces nine awardwinning wines, ranging from dry to
sweet. After a tour, groups can visit the
on-site tasting room. n
Platte County Convention
& Visitors Bureau
816-270-3979
visitplatte.com

itinerary planner

North Carolina
Alamance County

Take some time to veer off the beaten path and explore
Alamance County. Tucked between the mountains and the
coast, the towns of Burlington, Mebane and Graham offer
small surprises at every turn. Hidden gems await history buffs,
adventurers, culture seekers and daydreamers.
Groups can take a tour of one of the transformed mills while
enjoying beautiful views of the Haw River in Saxapahaw. The
central location makes for a great base to explore the local
area. Alamance County Visitors Bureau can assist groups in
making their next memories in North Carolina.
Alamance County Visitors Bureau
800-637-3804
visitalamance.com

SIP

Behind an antique door
and tucked away from the
street by a single flight
of stairs, Fitzgerald and
Faulkner awaits groups.
This relaxed Southern
cocktail haunt in downtown
Graham offers some of the
best cocktails inspired by
a long-ago era. Explore the
town before making this the
group’s last stop.
Fitzgerald & Faulkner
336-270-4166
fitzandfaulkner.com

STAY

TOUR

Drury Inn & Suites
is centrally located in
Burlington. The hotel
provides quality guest
services and a 5:30 p.m.
Kickback® reception — a
highlight after a long day of
sightseeing. The Drury Inn &
Suites is conveniently located
adjacent to the Alamance
Crossing shopping center
and it’s within minutes to
numerous attractions.

History buffs can travel
back in time to Cedarock
Historical Farm. Groups
can get a firsthand look at
what farm life was like back
in the 19th century as they
tour original buildings. The
homestead includes farm
animals, antique and replica
farm equipment, an original
cabin, two-story house,
smokehouse, corn crib, post
office and outhouse.

Drury Inn & Suites
336-584-2004
druryhotels.com

Cedarock Historical Farm
336-229-2410
alamance-nc.com/
recreation

DINE

The four-generation
Hursey’s Pig Pickin’ BarB-Q is an absolute classic in
Burlington. Its award-winning
barbecue has served
customers from across all
50 states, plus presidents
and many notables. Make
sure to try the famous
roasted chicken or chopped
barbecue during a visit.
Hursey’s Pig
Pickin’ Bar-B-Q
336-226-1694
hurseysbarbecue.com

Alamance County Visitors Bureau

GroupTour.com
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U.S. National Whitewater Center

Get active at U.S.
National Whitewater Center

Maggie Valley • Waynesville
Lake Junaluska • Canton • Clyde
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Home to the world’s largest manmade whitewater river, the U.S. National
Whitewater Center (USNWC) in Charlotte offers something for every group
member. The center is set on 1,300 acres
and features more than 30 land and
water attractions.
“Groups should visit the USNWC
for a unique outdoor venue that offers
engaging space to learn, play and relax
all in one place,” said Mel Kelly, director
of business development at U.S. National
Whitewater Center. “The variety and diversity of our programs and spaces allow
groups the flexibility to create their own
day full of shared experiences, much different from a typical group outing.”
Groups that visit the USNWC enjoy
a wide variety of outdoor activities for all
skill levels, including whitewater rafting,
kayaking, rock climbing, zip lining, ropes
courses, a canopy tour and mountain biking. Groups can choose to buy day passes,
which allow them to explore the facility
at their own pace or choose a more structured team development program.
In addition to the more than 30 activi-

ties, the USNWC features several indoor
meeting spaces and outdoor venues
where a group can host a conference, a
family luncheon or an evening reception
complete with on-site catering.
“Our first priority is to provide a
great overall experience,” Kelly said. “For
groups, we would hope each individual
leaves with a sense of accomplishment
knowing that they have challenged
themselves to try something new. We
might be one of only a few places that
offer the opportunity to follow up a
morning business meeting with an
afternoon zip line tour and whitewater rafting trip. Finally, we hope group
members walk away with the desire to
get outside more often or try other new
adventures because of their experience
at the center.”
The center can accommodate groups
of 15 to 1,000 people. n
U.S. National Whitewater Center
704-391-3900, ext. 116
usnwc.org
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“... The Billy Graham Library was very
inspirational and encouraging. It was
on my bucket list.”
Visit Charlotte, N.C., and walk in the shoes of a farm
boy who became pastor to presidents and shared God’s
love with millions. Discover what God can do through
any life that is fully surrendered to Him as you explore
state-of-the-art exhibits and spend time reflecting in
the Memorial Prayer Garden. Admission is free, and the
experience is unforgettable. Come — just as you are.
“Come and see what God has done.” —Psalm 66:5, ESV

A ministry of Billy Graham Evangelistic Association

GroupTour.com

©2017 BGEA

Monday to Saturday, 9:30–5:00 • BillyGrahamLibrary.org • 704-401-3200
Reservations required for groups of 10 or more; email LibraryTours@bgea.org
or call 704-401-3270. • 4330 Westmont Drive • Charlotte, North Carolina
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South Carolina
Spartanburg

A stone’s throw from picturesque trails winding along waterways
is a bustling downtown where liveliness fills the air. Spartanburg
showcases its unique geography, culture and spirit of upstate
South Carolina, an area embracing its Revolutionary War history
as passionately as it embraces its 21st-century momentum.
Nestled between Charlotte and Atlanta, Spartanburg’s history has
fueled its place in the modern South.
“Spartanburg has always been known for its Southern
hospitality, and groups now have more reasons than ever to enjoy
our area,” said Chris Jennings, executive vice president of the
Spartanburg Convention & Visitors Bureau. “Come see why we
say, ‘There’s only one. Spartanburg.’”
Spartanburg Convention & Visitors Bureau
864-594-5000
visitspartanburg.com

DINE

Wade’s Restaurant is
a quintessential Southern
dining experience, not unlike
eating a homecooked meal.
Wade’s, a Spartanburg
staple, lets diners eat like it’s
Thanksgiving every day. The
popular family-run, “meat
n’ three” restaurant offers a
slice of comfort with the kind
of food that would warm up
even the coldest days.

Walnut Grove Plantation
recounts how free and
enslaved people settled the
South Carolina backcountry,
fought for independence
and built a new nation.
The historic plantation was
established in 1767 and
served as a gathering point
for militiamen during the
Revolutionary War. Daily tours
are offered hourly for groups.

Wade’s Restaurant
864-582-3800
eatatwades.com

Walnut Grove Plantation
864-576-6546
spartanburghistory.org/
walnut-grove-plantation

Spartanburg CVB
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Chapman Cultural
Center offers visiting groups
an inside look at how
performers and artists put
the “art” in Sp-art-anburg. In
the heart of Spartanburg’s
vibrant Downtown Cultural
District, the Chapman Cultural
Center also is home to the
Spartanburg Science Center
and Spartanburg County
Historical Association.
Docent-led tours are
available.

Overlooking downtown
Spartanburg, the
Spartanburg Marriott
offers top-of-the-line
accommodations for large
groups with easy access
to the city’s walkable,
welcoming downtown. The
hotel is next door to the
Chapman Cultural Center
and Renaissance Park. It’s a
five-minute walk to the rest
of downtown attractions and
dining.

Chapman Cultural Center
864-542-2787
chapmanculturalcenter.org

Spartanburg Marriott
864-596-1211
marriott.com

Explore Myrtle Beach

Fresh Itineraries | Diverse Accommodations | Live Entertainment
History & Nature | Coastal Carolina Cuisine | Incredible Shopping
Southern Hospitality

800.488.8998 | MyrtleBeachGroups.com

Myrtle
Beach

Seaside charm defines South Carolina’s Grand Strand
By Kelsey Smith

P

ristine coastlines, heart-pounding
entertainment and culinary
delights seamlessly blend in Myrtle
Beach, South Carolina. This popular
beachfront destination, known as the
Grand Strand, is big on groups, offering
both tranquil, relaxing getaways and a
robust nightlife scene.
Groups can even take a step
back into the past in South Carolina’s
Lowcountry, tracing the detailed history
of the Gullah-Geechee culture.

“The Myrtle Beach area of South
Carolina is the perfect destination for
group travel as it offers something for
everyone along its 60 miles of pristine
coastline,” said Karen Riordan, president
and CEO of the Myrtle Beach Area
Chamber of Commerce/Visit Myrtle
Beach. “Groups can take advantage
of more than 100 championship golf
courses, a variety live entertainment
theaters and endless ocean-to-table
dining options sure to please any palate.”

Visit Myrtle Beach

Outdoor enjoyment
Located on the coast of South
Carolina, Myrtle Beach has some
serious bragging rights when it comes
to ocean views. The famed, milelong Myrtle Beach Boardwalk pairs
breathtaking seaside views with unique
shops, mouthwatering eateries and the
towering, 187-foot SkyWheel, one of the
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country’s largest Ferris wheels.
Just outside of Myrtle Beach,
Brookgreen Gardens offers an escape
from the hustle and bustle. Brookgreen
is considered the finest outdoor
presentation of American figurative
sculpture in the world, displaying over
1,400 sculptures by over 350 famous

sculptors throughout the gardens.
Brookgreen sits on 9,100 acres,
allowing groups to walk the grounds of
four former plantations. The gardens
offer world-class sculpture tours, a zoo,
pontoon boat excursions, history tours
and butterfly house.

perfect destination
“for...the
group travel as it offers
something for everyone...
”

Eats and entertainment
If there’s one thing Myrtle Beach is famous
for, it’s an unrivaled entertainment scene. From
award-winning dance, music and comedy
shows to celebrity concerts, this coastal city
has it covered.
Legends in Concert, possessing the
greatest collection of live tribute artists in
the industry, is known as the pioneer of live
tribute shows. Shows include elaborate sets,
vibrant costumes and a full array of special
effects; groups won’t forget a performance
by the outstanding cast of singers, dancers
and a live orchestra.
The first theater in Myrtle Beach — The
Carolina Opry Theater — is the only theater
designated as the “Most Outstanding
Attraction” by the state of South Carolina.
It has been the No. 1 group destination in
Myrtle Beach for nearly 35 years.
The theater presents five award-winning
live entertainment experiences: The Carolina
Opry, Time Warp, The Carolina Opry
Christmas Special, Thunder & Light, and
Pure Magic.
The Carolina Opry is a two-hour show
blending high-energy music, comedy and
dance in a luxurious theater with state-ofthe-art lighting, sound and special effects.
Groups can enjoy VIP recognition from the
state, special seating and more.
Myrtle Beach may be known for its robust
nightlife and entertainment, but it’s also big
on serving up fresh, local cuisine (especially
seafood).
Check out Croissants Bistro and Bakery
for in-house roasted coffee, and homemade
soups, sandwiches and baked treats.
Honored as South Carolina Restaurateur
of the Year and South Carolina Chef
Ambassador, owner Heidi Vukov blends fresh
ingredients with exceptional customer service
to create an unforgettable experience for her
guests. Custom dining options and off-site
catering are offered for groups.

Storied past
Deeply rooted in South Carolina’s
history, the Gullah-Geechee people are
one of the oldest cultural groups still
living as a nation within a nation. The
community stretches from Jacksonville,
North Carolina, to Jacksonville, Florida,
with the largest concentration of the
population residing just off the coast of
Georgia and South Carolina.
The ancestors of the Gullah-Geechee
Visit Myrtle Beach

people were brought to Charleston,
South Carolina, from West Africa in
the late 1500s during the slave trade.
Bringing together a variety of African
cultures, dialects and customs, these
different groups formed their own
Gullah-Geechee culture, traditions and
cuisine, while still staying true to their
African roots.
Today, the Gullah-Geechee people

still serve up their unique Lowcountry
cuisine, weave sweetgrass baskets,
and share their stories on tours and in
galleries and museums in the Myrtle
Beach area. n
Myrtle Beach Area Chamber of
Commerce/Visit Myrtle Beach
843-916-7248
visitmyrtlebeach.com
GroupTour.com
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Coastal Discovery Museum immerses
groups in low country life

Award Winning

170
ITEM
SEAFOOD BUFFET

PASTA STATION | HIBACHI GRILL | FULL SERVICE BAR

3 miles from Alabama Theater &
7 miles from Broadway At The Beach
MOTORCOACH PARKING • MEET & GREET PROGRAM
re To
Be Su ello To
Say H y Crab!
Tomm

FOR INFORMATION OR
RESERVATIONS CALL:

843.839.2292
www.GiantCrab.com

9597 N. Kings Hwy. • Myrtle Beach, SC

M Y R T L E

B E A C H

When visitors leave the Coastal Discovery Museum on Hilton Head Island,
they take away a better understanding of
the history, art and heritage of the low
country, and ways to make a difference
in its environment.
“Our mission is to inspire others to
care for the low country,” said Robin
Swift, vice president of marketing and
development at the Coastal Discovery
Museum. “(Groups can learn about)
cultural heritage and natural history
— blue crabs, salt marshes, loggerhead
turtles and the Civil War.”
Located at the historic Honey Horn
property, the Coastal Discovery Museum sits on 68 acres, boasting 300 years
of detailed South Carolina history.
The museum offers three different
experiences for groups: Tours on Land,

O C E A N F R O N T

Top Ranked by
TRipadvisoR.com

Experiences on Water and On-Site
Tours. These options allow groups to
explore a variety of environments with
trained guides, offering a more immersive learning experience.
Groups can take a walking birding
tour of Pinckney Island, walk along Fish
Haul Beach, board a dolphin and nature
cruise on Broad Creek, take a kayaking
tour of Jarvis Creek, go on a blue crab
tour, or explore the museum’s grounds,
gardens and buildings.
The museum’s trail system takes
groups through a variety of environments and historic structures, where
they can encounter live oaks and ancient
cedars.
Permanent exhibits at the museum
give a great introduction into Hilton
Head Island’s history and environment
History, Heritage,
Arts & Culture
Welcome You to
Beaufort, SC

Voted most accommodating by tour groups. “Best in Hospitality” by Myrtle Beach
Hospitality Association. Featuring 6 oceanfront pools (with hot tubs and heated pools),
fitness center, and complimentary Hampton “On the House” hot breakfast buffet.
• Group rate: 10 rooms or more
• Complimentary room (1 per 20 paid rooms; not available June 1st – September 9th)
• Complimentary motorcoach parking
• Complimentary luggage for escort & driver, ($6 per person – round trip for guests)
• Dinner & Show packages available

www.HamptonInnOceanfront.com or call 877-946-6400 and ask for our Sales Department
1801 South Ocean Boulevard, Myrtle Beach, SC 29577/843-946-6400
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Art by Diane Dunham Griffin

www.SouthCarolinaGullahTours.com

south carolina
and include an interactive touch-screen
display that connects the area’s natural
history with cultural heritage stories.
Groups can hear interviews from
influential islanders and historic figures,
watch a video of a nesting loggerhead
sea turtle and learn about Native American pottery. These exhibits shed light on
what life was like before Hilton Head
Island became a booming resort town

filled with renowned golf courses and
pristine beaches.
Tours of the Coastal Discovery Museum can either be docent- or self-led,
and visits should be booked at least four
weeks in advance. n
Coastal Discovery Museum
843-689-6767
coastaldiscovery.org

Coastal Discovery Museum

GroupTour.com
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Tennessee
Johnson City

From sun up to sun down, Johnson City delivers
opportunities for discovery and adventure for every group.
Historic sites, unparalleled outdoor fun, local food and unique
craft brews are available throughout all corners of the city.
From scenic mountain views and world-class lakes to Southern
hospitality and genuine experiences, Johnson City is one of the
most beautiful places on Earth.
“Having an opportunity to showcase our community and
the many things that make it so unique is something that
excites us,” said Jenna Moore, director of sales at the Johnson
City Convention & Visitors Bureau. “We love sharing our gem
of a city with visitors. What we have in Johnson City is special
— it’s hard to verbalize but easy to feel and experience once
you’re here.”
Johnson City Convention & Visitors Bureau
423-461-8007
visitjohnsoncitytn.com

DISCOVER

The brand new, all-ages
Hands On! Discovery
Center offers programs
and exhibits that include
a musical Tesla coil, giant
building blocks and a maker
studio inviting guests to
engineer a rocket, create a
masterpiece and uncover
something new. Get up close
with an active prehistoric
fossil dig site dating back 5
million years.
Hands On!
Discovery Center
423-434-4263
visithandson.org
Johnson City CVB
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Downtown Johnson
City is the place to be
if groups want to eat,
shop and live like a
local. It features 14 local
restaurants, three coffee
shops, a farmers market,
walking art trail, Tweetsie
Trail, Tannery Knobs
Mountain Bike Park, four
music venues, two galleries
and several unique shops.

The region’s first and only
community makerspace,
Skillville is the hub of
hands-on, educational
classes. Groups can sign
up for classes and make
their own souvenir to take
home. Some rotating classes
feature woodwork, metalwork,
pottery, stained glass, jewelry
making, soap making and
blacksmithing.

The International
Storytelling Center is
located 10 minutes from
Johnson City in Tennessee’s
oldest town — Jonesborough.
It serves as the vanguard of
the storytelling movement,
helping preserve and
enhance the world’s oldest
art form. Storytellers bring to
life the engaging history of
the town in the frontier days.

Johnson City Convention
& Visitors Bureau
423-461-8007
visitjohnsoncitytn.com

Skillville
423-921-2796
skillvillejc.com

International
Storytelling Center
423-753-2171
storytellingcenter.net

tennessee

Tennessee Music Pathways connects
hundreds of musical landmarks
The Tennessee Department of Tourist Development recently launched a
new statewide driving tour program that
highlights Tennessee’s profound musical
legacy.
The program, called Tennessee Music
Pathways, identifies, interprets, promotes and preserves Tennessee music
events, locations and stories. To date,
more than 500 possible locations have
been identified, including birthplaces,
resting places, hometowns, high schools
and churches.
An interactive website, tennesseemusicpathways.com makes it easy to create
customizable trip itineraries that include
destinations within a geographic region,
specific music genre or type of attraction
such as live music venues. Travelers can
even filter their results based on music

VISIT

GRACELAND

®

IN MEMPHIS

legends like Elvis Presley, Dolly Parton
and Johnny Cash.
“Tennessee Music Pathways is designed to help music lovers of any age
explore the unparalleled music history
and experiences Tennessee has to offer
throughout the state,” said Brian Wagner, assistant commissioner of marketing at Tennessee Department of Tourist
Development. “Memphis and Nashville are world-famous recording and
entertainment centers, but lesser known
places of historical importance such
as the Bessie Smith Cultural Center,
hometown of Minnie Pearl; Patsy Cline
Memorial; and Tina Turner Museum at
Flagg Grove School are now easy to find
in one place.”
For groups, the pathways help build
music-themed itineraries. Popular sites

GTM/Courtney Birchmeier

include Sun Studio in Memphis, Grand
Ole Opry in Nashville and the Birthplace of Country Music Museum in
Bristol, just to name a few. n
Tennessee Music Pathways
tennesseemusicpathways.com

Welcome
Home
Celebration

GROUP
RATES
AVAILABLE

NOW OPEN
12 NEW EXHIBITS AND
ATTRACTIONS AT THE ALL-NEW
ENTERTAINMENT COMPLEX

GRACELAND.COM/GROUPS • 800-238-2010
© EPE. Graceland and its marks are trademarks of EPE. All Rights Reserved. Elvis Presley™ © 2017 ABG EPE IP LLC

GroupTour.com
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Casey Jones Village charms
travelers with Southern hospitality
“I wish we could have stayed longer,”
is a common response from groups visiting Casey Jones Village in Jackson. The
attraction and restaurant located halfway between Nashville and Memphis
understands group tours just as well as it
does Southern food and hospitality.
“We feel strongly that we offer the
best of the South in one very convenient
location,” said Clark Shaw, owner and
CEO of Casey Jones Village. “We are
very easy to get to, just seconds off I-40.
We offer an authentic Southern dining
and shopping experience and our group
rates offer amazing values on meals and
museum admission. We love serving
motorcoaches and welcome over 500
tour groups annually for meals, rest
breaks and museum tours.”
The village’s namesake, an American railroad legend and Jackson native,
is honored at the on-site Casey Jones
Home and Railroad Museum. Jones died
in a train accident in 1900; a song, “The
Ballad of Casey Jones,” made him an
American legend and folk hero.
“Groups tour the 8,000-square-foot
train station and his historic 1880s
home,” Shaw said. “They can even climb
aboard a 130-ton steam locomotive
engine and ring the bell.”
In addition to the museum, the village contains specialty shops, mini golf,
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a farm, historic structures and the most
popular — Brooks Shaw’s Old Country
Store, a landmark Jackson restaurant.
“Founded in 1965, we are known
for our three Southern buffets daily,
ideal for groups to experience classic
traditional Southern cooking in our
restaurant that seats over 300,” Shaw
said. “For groups not wanting our full
buffet, we offer our Dixie Cafe Take Out
or Dine-In.”
Groups stopping in for a short break
can grab a treat at the 1890s Ice Cream
Parlor and Homemade Fudge Shop, and
browse the nostalgic gift shop.
“Adjoining our famous store is the
1925 Wellwood Country Store, the original place where my dad and our founder
Brooks Shaw worked as a boy,” Shaw
said. “Here, you will also see Wildlife In
Wood, a world-class woodworking shop.
We have a radio station broadcasting
live from here several hours a day. They
often invite tour guides on to talk about
their trip.” n
Casey Jones Village
731-300-4495
caseyjones.com

Casey Jones Village

tennessee

GroupTour.com
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Virginia
Bristol

Bristol is built on sound: engines revving, fiddles singing
and the silence of the outdoors. The downtown buzzes with live
music and the outdoors quietly await just beyond. Nestled in
the Appalachian Mountains and surrounded by scenic South
Holston Lake and the Holston River, Bristol is the birthplace of
country music and home of the “World’s Fastest Half-Mile” —
Bristol Motor Speedway.
“Groups won’t find a better experience than Bristol:
easy bus parking downtown, a walkable urban center, area
attractions minutes away and plenty of fun for all ages,”
said Courtney Cacatian, executive director of Discover Bristol.
“Bristol is laid-back but not quiet. Bristol Motor Speedway gets
hearts racing and the museum gets feet tapping.”
Discover Bristol
423-989-4850
discoverbristol.org

LISTEN

The Birthplace of
Country Music Museum,
a Smithsonian-affiliated
museum, honors Bristol’s
musical roots, which began
with the historic 1927 Bristol
Sessions. The museum offers
a state-of-the-art, interactive
multimedia experience
charged with making history
come alive. Special guided
tours are available.

Bristol Motor Speedway
and Dragway, on the
Tennessee side, hosts
NASCAR events in April and
August. Behind-the-scenes
track tours are available.
Visitors climb the high banks
of Bristol’s track; experience
the excitement of Victory
Lane; and explore Thunder
Valley, the speedway’s
famous drag strip.

Birthplace of Country
Music Museum
423-573-1927
birthplaceofcountry
music.org

Bristol Motor Speedway
& Dragway
423-989-6960
bristolmotorspeedway.
com/fans/tours

Discover Bristol
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EXPLORE

Historic downtown
features unique gems
including the Bristol Train
Station; the Paramount Center
for the Arts; and plenty of
locally-owned restaurants,
shops and art galleries. Any
first-time journey to Bristol
should definitely start on
State Street. Tennessee and
Virginia are divided by brass
markers and it’s the ultimate
photo op.
Discover Bristol
423-989-4850
discoverbristol.org

EAT

Burger Bar, a favorite
burger joint among locals,
is forever linked to Hank
Williams as it’s allegedly
the last place the country
music legend was known
to be alive. A group dining
room, Piedmont Station,
owned and operated by
Burger Bar, is located next
door and is available for
groups of up to 80.
Burger Bar
276-466-6200
theoriginalburgerbar.com

virginia

From left: Visit Loudoun/Aboud Dweck, Visit Loudoun/Todd Wright Photography

Sip through Loudoun County’s
award-winning beverage scene
Home to over 40 wineries and 32plus breweries, Loudoun County is the
leader in Virginia’s craft beverage scene.
Custom wine and beer dinners, cider
tastings, and vineyard tours are sure to
please any palate visiting Washington,
D.C.’s Wine Country.
“Don’t miss the opportunity to be
immersed in Loudoun’s wine scene,”
said Jennifer Buske-Sigal, director of
media relations with Visit Loudoun.
“With intimate wineries and locally
owned vineyards, your group can meet
winemakers and participate in the
process that takes visitors from the vine
to the glass. The hands-on education
can continue with the craft beer and
distillery scenes as well as on the farm.
Great Country Farms offers pick-yourown opportunities throughout the year,
as well as educational programs, to teach
groups about Loudoun’s rich agriculture
history.”
Loudoun’s nickname, “D.C.’s Wine
Country” is due to its close proximity
to Washington, D.C., and its beautiful

wineries that are tucked along winding,
unpaved roads next to historic estates
and horse farms.
At Catoctin Creek Distilling Company, groups can help the local owners
bottle up their award-winning spirits.
At The Conche, which is run by
world-renowned pastry chef, Santosh
Tiptur, guests can have a chocolateinfused afternoon and mix up a creative
cocktail or make their own chocolate at
the exclusive, chocolate-themed boutique restaurant.
For groups that love mystery, they
can test out a murder mystery and wine
pairing dinner with StageCoach Theatre
Company.
Wine isn’t the only star in Loudoun
County — craft beer is making a bold
splash, and the industry is only growing.
“Home to the LoCo Ale Trail, Loudoun blends rural farm breweries with
industrial-style tasting rooms,” BuskeSigal said. “Experience tasting rooms
on farms where brewers are growing
hops, or play cornhole and chat with a

brewmaster at an urban brewery. Here,
get a behind-the- scenes look into the
industry by booking a guided tour of the
Mid-Atlantic’s first commercial-scale
hops processing facility at Black Hops
Farm, or bike to breweries along the
W&OD Trail.” n
Visit Loudoun
703-771-2170
visitloudoun.org

Come Find

“HOME”
IN

w w w . G oTo M o n t VA . c o m

GroupTour.com
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West Virginia
Lewisburg

Tucked away in the Greenbrier Valley, groups will find
a picturesque downtown punctuated by a colorful cast of
residents. With the population around 4,000 residents,
Lewisburg is a unique blend of chic style and small-town charm.
There’s always something going on in this active community. As
a cultural hub, Lewisburg offers thriving performing arts venues
and festivals paired with a culinary scene to satisfy everyone’s
appetite.
“We love sharing our community with visitors,” said Valerie
Pritt, communications manager of the Greenbrier County
Convention & Visitors Bureau. “You’ll find friendly faces willing to
offer you the inside scoop on local favorites.”
Greenbrier County Convention & Visitors Bureau
800-833-2068
greenbrierwv.com

DINE

DO

A wide variety of
American classics and
favorites are on the menu
at Food & Friends. A
welcoming staff will help
coordinate a meal for any
occasion that serves up
generous portions packed
with lots of flavor. Groups can’t
forget to stop by the candy
counter on their way out.

Take the time to meander
through the many galleries
on Washington Street. Local,
regional and nationally known
artists’ works are on display
in Carnegie Hall, Cooper
Gallery, WV Fine Artisans
Gallery and Wandering Bird
Gallery. For an up-close look
at the artistic process, stroll
to Lee Street Studios.

Food & Friends
304-645-4548
foodandfriendslewis
burgwv.com

Greenbrier County
Convention & Visitors
Bureau
800-833-2068
greenbrierwv.com

SEE

Greenbrier Valley
Theatre (GVT), the State
Professional Theatre of West
Virginia, produces highquality, live theater in an
intimate setting. For more
than 50 years, GVT has
featured classic dramas,
blockbuster musicals and
laugh-out-loud comedies
on its stage. The theater
provides group rates for all
mainstage productions.
Greenbrier Valley Theatre
304-645-3838
gvtheatre.org

Clockwise from top: Greenbrier County CVB (2), Greenbrier Valley Theatre, Greenbrier County CVB (2)
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STAY

Unwind from a busy day
of exploring at the Fairfield
Inn & Suites Lewisburg,
with modern-day amenities
including meeting spaces;
internet access; and a full, hot
breakfast. Just minutes from
historic downtown Lewisburg,
the hotel welcomes groups
with a comfortable pillow
and cozy space to rest their
heads for the night.
Fairfield Inn
& Suites Lewisburg
304-645-7999
marriott.com

west virginia

See Weston’s rich glass heritage
at The Museum of American Glass
With over 20,000 pieces of handcrafted glass on display, The Museum of
American Glass in Weston has a wide
variety of pieces sure to impress groups.
“They (groups) are amazed and
always talk about pieces they remember
when they were children,” said Sharon
Pickens, director of the museum.
Established in 1993, the museum
publishes and preserves anything related
to the glass industry in West Virginia,
the United States and wherever else glass
is manufactured.
The museum has a strong focus on
glass made from 1900–1940, as the
industry of American handmade glass
was booming. Groups can see bottles,
lightning rod balls, telegraph insulators,
tableware and automobile glass.
“The vast array of glass on display is

from very old 1800s glass, to glass made
today,” Pickens said. “We also have a
glass doll house and a beautiful collection of Steuben Glass.”
History of glassmaking is another
focus at the museum.
“Glass was an art form that employed
a wide variety of people from skilled to
laborers,” Pickens said. “We are preserving a part of our history. They (groups)
almost always remember a glass factory
that was in their area. We usually can
give them (groups) dates the factories
were in business and what type of glass
they (factories) made.”
Tours should be booked in advance,
so a knowledgeable guide can accompany the tour.
“We like to ‘show off ’ our museum
and we like that they (groups) enjoy it

and always want to come back and bring
family and friends,” Pickens said. n
The Museum of American Glass
304-269-5006
magwv.com

WEST VIRGINIA. BY RAIL.
Make MountainRail your next GROUP destination! Customizable Trips - Two Trains, One Day! - Local Attractions
Let us plan your West Virginia getaway. Elkins - Cass Scenic Railroad - Durbin

CALL: 304.636.9477 Ext. 109 • MTN-RAIL.COM

GroupTour.com
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Arizona
Phoenix

Perpetual sunshine may tempt visitors to find a secluded
resort with swimming pools, but there’s plenty more to see
in Phoenix. Unmatched desert character meets big-city
sophistication in the United States’ fifth-most-populated city.
Golf courses stay green all year, and Phoenix has more land
designated for parks and preserves than any other major city in
the nation.
Phoenix’s history is a testament to the spirit of ranchers,
miners and luminaries. In addition to the Old West roots and
timeless desert beauty, the city is home to a mix of cultural
attractions like theaters and shopping malls.
Serene desert gardens, one-of-a-kind museums and western
adventures — these can’t-miss attractions are on every group’s
Phoenix to-do list.
Visit Phoenix
602-254-6500
visitphoenix.com

STROLL

The Desert Botanical
Garden has more than
50,000 desert plants on
display throughout five
thematic outdoor trails that
illustrate topics such as
conservation, desert living,
desert wildflowers, and plants
and people of the Sonoran
Desert. Private group tour
packages are available; most
visitors spend 60–90 minutes
on a tour. Allow additional
time to visit the Garden Shop.
Desert Botanical Garden
480-941-1225
dbg.org

EXPLORE

Made from repurposed
shipping containers, The
Churchill is home to 10
small local businesses that
focus on collaboration over
competition, finding ways
to benefit one another. At
the heart of The Churchill
is a courtyard intended for
dining, drinking, socializing
and learning. The space
comes alive for events like
art classes, fitness classes,
sports viewing and pop-up
galleries.
The Churchill
thechurchillphx.com

LEARN

The Heard Museum is
one of the best places to
experience the myriad of
cultures and art of Southwest
American Indians. Located on
Central Avenue in downtown
Phoenix, the museum’s 11
spacious exhibit galleries and
beautiful outdoor courtyards
feature outstanding traditional
and contemporary native art.
All tours have the option of
adding box lunches from the
Courtyard Café.
Heard Museum
602-252-8840
heard.org

DO

Western adventure
unfolds in spectacular open
desert. Enjoy the beauty
of the private trails at Fort
McDowell Adventures by
foot, Segway or even horse.
The Stables is home to a
private collection of beautiful
horses and professional
personnel. Or, enjoy a ride
in a Green Zebra while a
guide shares Fort McDowell
Yavapai Nation history.
Fort McDowell Adventures
480-789-5302
fortmcdowell
adventures.com

Clockwise from top: Visit Phoenix, Fort McDowell Adventures, Visit Phoenix, The Churchill/Foxy Fruit Bowls & Smoothies, Visit Phoenix/Adam Rodriguez
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arizona

Discover celestial objects
with Sedona Star Gazing
An International Dark Sky City,
Sedona has virtually no light pollution,
a high altitude and more than 300 clear
nights per year. These characteristics
make the surrounding area ideal for
group stargazing.
“We are pleased to offer a personalized and custom astronomy experience,”
said Cliff Ochser, president of Evening
Sky Tours/Sedona Star Gazing. “Our
astronomers are exceptionally knowledgeable and provide groups with an
educational and entertaining experience.”
Sedona Star Gazing’s dark-sky sites
are just a 20-minute ride from the
city. The tour includes an overview of
the constellations, led by professional

astronomers using high-power laser
pointers.
“We’ll tell groups stories about how
the ancient civilizations named the constellations and how they are used,” Ochser said. “We then give an up-close view
of a minimum of six objects through
one of our powerful telescopes.”
Not all objects are visible on every
night, but groups are currently viewing
star clusters, Saturn, galaxies, double
stars, shooting stars, Earth’s moon,
satellite passes, red super giant stars and
planetary nebula.
There is no more than 12 people per
astronomer and telescope, so group
members are assured a personal experience. Tours last about 90 minutes, and

From left: iStock, Sedona Star Gazing

reservations can be made through the
company’s website.
Sedona temperatures typically drop
by 20 degrees within a few hours after
sunset; gloves and warm hats are highly
recommended from November through
March. The company can provide adult
parka jackets, blankets and chairs. The
observing site is on a grass soccer field,
so participants should wear flat shoes.
“We hope our guests see things they
have never seen before and gain a new
appreciation for the night sky,” Ochser
said. n
Sedona Star Gazing
866-701-0398
eveningskytours.com
GroupTour.com
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California
Fairfield

Did you know it can take two weeks to create a single Jelly
Belly jelly bean?
“Fairfield is best known for the world-famous Jelly Belly
Factory, which offers a memorable, fun and always-sweet tour
experience,” said Anand Patel, president/CEO of Fairfield
Conference & Visitors Bureau.
Fairfield also is home to a thriving wine region in Suisun Valley,
a growing craft brew industry and delectable olive oil tastings.
“Large groups are always welcome, but advanced
reservations are recommended to customize your tastings,”
Patel said. “For example, Vezer Family Vineyard offers barrel
tasting and blending at the Blue Victorian. And a stop at the
Suisun Valley Wine Co-op allows your group to sample wine
from three family-owned wineries in one location.”
Fairfield Conference & Visitors Bureau
visitfairfieldca.com

SIP

Three unique winery
experiences and exquisite,
award-winning wines make
Vezér Family Vineyard a
must-visit. Mankas Gardens,
the Blue Victorian and the
Estate Ranch offer group
tasting options. The winery
is best known for its Petite
Sirah and Zinfandel, which are
rated among the region’s best.
The Suisun Valley has ideal
soil and a micro-climate that
develops choicest grapes.
Vezér Family Vineyard
707-389-0824
vezerfamilyvineyard.com
Fairfield Conference & Visitors Bureau
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INDULGE

TASTE

The intersection at
Mankas Corner and Clayton
roads has a group-friendly
steak restaurant. Meet Chef
Peter Halikas at Mankas
Steakhouse and experience
his philosophy: garden to
table cooking with a focus on
fresh, slow food with infused
flavors of the Suisan Valley.
All ingredients are sourced
locally and organically
whenever possible.

During Jelly Belly
Factory Tours, groups
have an aerial view of the
production floor from an
enclosed gangway that
stretches nearly a quarter
mile. Guests also see staff
members in action and the
machinery used to craft the
candies. Updated videos
provide an up-close look at
candy manufacturing. Try
samples in the factory’s store.

Mankas Steakhouse
707-425-3207
mankassteakhouse.net

Jelly Belly Factory Tours
800-522-3267
jellybelly.com

SHOP

Give the group some
free time at Solano Town
Center, a modern shopping
mall with recognizable
stores like JCPenney,
Macy’s and Dick’s Sporting
Goods. Restaurants include
favorites like Buffalo Wild
Wings, Applebee’s and Red
Robin. An Edwards Cinemas
multiplex is located above
the Best Buy anchor. Hilton
Garden Inn Fairfield is located
within walking distance.
Solano Town Center
shoppingsolanotown
center.com

adsToursTiny.qxp_Courier 7/04 1/3/17 3:24 PM Pa
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Discover The Huntington

Office of James Burnett

Group Tours Available
Pasadena Adjacent | huntington.org

Enjoy tranquility at Sunnylands
Center & Gardens
Since Sunnylands emerged into the
Rancho Mirage spotlight in 1966, the
historic estate has welcomed eight U.S.
presidents and world leaders, public
intellectuals, celebrities, friends and
family. On many occasions, guests have
engaged in dialogue leading to efforts
that enhanced international understanding and civil discourse.
Groups that visit today’s Sunnylands
Center & Gardens enjoy sculptures and
a rotating exhibition. A film demonstrates the history of Sunnylands and its
founders, Walter and Leonore Annenberg. Guided tours of the historic estate
are available by advance reservation.
Sunnylands Center & Gardens includes a 17,000-square-foot building on
a 15-acre parcel adjacent to the historic
estate. The 9-acre gardens consist of
more than 53,000 individual arid-landscape plants and 1¼ miles of walking
paths. The Birding On The Estate tour
takes visitors through the estate grounds
with a local birder.

Sunnylands collections include more
than 3,000 letters from 11 presidents,
including Dwight D. Eisenhower and
Barack Obama. There are about 3,000
books focused on art, etiquette, birds,
plants, journalism, history, geography,
music and government.
Items also include Silver-gilt, Chinese porcelain and artifacts, Meissen
porcelain, Steuben glass, Flora Danica,
and 19th- and 20th-century drawings
and paintings. Sculptures represent both
19th- and 20th-century artists, including
Yaacov Agam, Henry Bertoia, Jean Arp,
Alberto Giacometti and Auguste Rodin.
A group registration form is available
online. All groups are required to check
in at the reception desk upon arrival.
A café, serving snacks, sandwiches,
salads and beverages, is available for
lunch on-site. n

TOUR-FRIENDLY IN THE HEART OF PALM SPRINGS!
• Just steps from shops, restaurants, and the casino
• Continental breakfast and motor coach parking
Call today to learn about our exclusive offer for
Group Tour Magazine readers.

palmmountainresort.com 1.800.622.9451

Sunnylands Center & Gardens
sunnylands.org

GroupTour.com
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Honor the legend of USS Midway
The USS Midway served from 1945
until 1992, making it the longest-serving
American aircraft carrier of the 20th
century. Named after the climactic
Battle of Midway of June 1942, Midway
was built in only 17 months, but missed
World War II by one week when com-

missioned on September 10, 1945.
Today, the USS Midway Museum is
located in downtown San Diego at Navy
Pier, the birthplace of naval aviation,
the U.S. Navy’s largest homeport, and
the original home of Top Gun. More
than 1.4 million people visit annually
— 30 percent of which are from foreign
countries.
“The USS Midway Museum is a
once-in-a-lifetime opportunity for
groups to explore a historic U.S. Navy
aircraft carrier usually seen only in the
movies,” said Scott McGaugh, marketing
director at the museum. “It’s the mostvisited ship museum in the world.”
Groups can explore a floating city,
three football fields long with 2,000
compartments for a crew of 4,500.
“Guests are both amazed and
inspired when they meet dozens of Midway docents who share their stories of

life at sea,” McGaugh said. “Groups are
shocked to learn the crew’s average age
was only 19.”
Docent-guided tours are available. In
addition, the included self-guided audio
tour is narrated by former Midway
sailors who lived or worked in each
space. The riveting Voices of Midway
in the Battle of Midway Theater also is
included with admission.
The museum also includes climb-in
trainer cockpits and aircraft, walkthrough helicopters, guided tours of the
island (captain’s bridge and air traffic
control tower), flight simulators, a cafe,
a gift shop and modern passenger elevators making nearly 75 percent of the
museum experience fully accessible. n
USS Midway Museum
619-544-8249
midway.org

PRESIDENTIAL LIBRARY & MUSEUM

One of California’s most beautiful and unique destinations!
For information on our upcoming special exhibits visit ReaganLibrary.com

Tour Through Air Force One 27000

View a Full Scale Replica of the Oval Oﬃce

Touch an Authentic Piece of the Berlin Wall

40 Presidential Drive • Simi Valley, CA 93065 • 805.577.2704
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YOUR
MUST-SHOP STOP
IN CALIFORNIA
SAVE UP TO 65%
at over 60 brand-name stores

MICHAEL KORS • TOMMY HILFIGER • NIKE FACTORY STORE • H&M
KATE SPADE • POTTERY BARN OUTLET • CALVIN KLEIN • BROOKS BROTHERS
BANANA REPUBLIC FACTORY STORE • EXPRESS FACTORY OUTLET
COACH • AMERICAN EAGLE OUTFITTERS • LE CREUSET • LEVI’S® OUTLET STORE

Book your Groups at the Outlets at Tejon! For Meet & Greets, a VIP gift and discounts for your clients,
plus a $15 gift card for your group leader and driver, contact Becky at rswiggum@tejonoutlets.com or
+1 (661) 663-4213 at least 48 hours prior to your visit. Plus, mention this ad when you book your trip!

TejonOutlets.com

Located just 40 min. north of Los Angeles, off California’s I-5.

california

Sweet!
FACTORY TOURS
DAILY 9:15AM-4PM
• Fun, interactive and
sensory exhibits
• Retail Store and Café
Jelly Belly Visitor Center
One Jelly Belly Lane • Fairfield, CA
JellyBelly.com • 800-953-5592
© 2019 Jelly Belly Candy Company

Starline Tours launches
next-generation celebrity tour
Known around the world as the
pioneer of celebrity tours, Starline Tours
now offers a guided look at some of the
most iconic celebrity playgrounds of Los
Angeles.
The new tour is in partnership with
Young Hollywood, the leading celebrity
and lifestyle network for millennials.
The two-hour, live narrated tour
departs from Starline’s Tour Center
at Hollywood & Highland, home of
the Academy Awards, and features
celebrity favorites in Hollywood, West
Hollywood, Beverly Hills, Century
City, Melrose and Fairfax districts. The
26-passenger bus with digital video/audio immerses passengers into the world
of Young Hollywood. Groups discover
the trendy hotspots where celebs hang
out and party, while learning about their

LA culture and lifestyle through exclusive behind-the-scenes content featuring
favorite stars.
The tour was conceived by RJ Williams, Founder and CEO of Young Hollywood, and created in partnership with
Kami Farhadi, CEO of Starline Tours.
Like the original Movie Stars' Homes
Tour conceived in 1935, this tour breaks
new ground, featuring today’s young
celebrities.
The Young Hollywood Tour is one
of the few tours in Los Angeles offering
free Wi-Fi, allowing ongoing social media interaction to capture the excitement
of the tour. n
Starline Tours
323-785-6716
starlinetours.com

FEED YOUR SOUL
AMERICA’S FARM-TO-FORK CAPITAL
Book your group tour at VisitSacramento.com/GroupTravel

Your Bay Area Fun Starts Here!

Ferry to SF

Six Flags
Discovery Kingdom

Groups love our location • Over 1300
1800 rooms available
Ask about great packages • Contact Carrie@VisitVallejo.com
VisitVallejo.com • 800-4-VALLEJO
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Empress Theatre

World-class Golf

Mare Island

Napa Valley
Wine Train

128

113

Sacramento

Lake
Tahoe

29
99

Napa

Sonoma

12

12

37

12
4

1

24

San Francisco

4

Oakland

120

132
99

1

San Jose

GroupTour.com
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415.981.PIER

PIER39.com

Follow the California African-American
Freedom Trail in San Francisco
An updated San Francisco guide that
follows sites on the California AfricanAmerican Freedom trail is now available
at the city’s Visitor Information Center.
“Like any major city, San Francisco
has had its civil rights struggles, but
we’ve always tried to lead the way,” said
Joe d'Alessandro, president and CEO of
the San Francisco Travel Association.
“It’s important for people to learn about
the places and people that have made
the city what it is today. As the founding city for the United Nations, we want
visitors to see where Capt. William Alexander Leidesdorff forged a community, where Mary Ellen Pleasant supported
John Brown and Harriet Tubman, and
where Maya Angelou became a trusted
advisor to Kwame Nkrumah, Malcolm X
and Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.”

Experience

Upstate California

Jennifer Fontana, Group Coordinator
(530) 225-4010 | Jennifer@VisitRedding.com
VisitRedding.com/GroupsAndMeetings
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John William Templeton, an expert
in cultural heritage tourism, preservation and cuisine, researched the 6,000
sites of the California African-American
Freedom Trail across the Golden State
over the past 25 years. Templeton has
prepared a guide for tour planners to
visit 70 sites located in San Francisco.
Markers include California and
Leidesdorff Streets, pinpointing the
statue of Capt. William Alexander
Leidesdorff, the first African-American
millionaire; and the Monadnock Building, marking the office of Oscar Hudson,
California’s first black attorney. n
San Francisco Travel
415-391-2000
sftravel.com
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Colorado
Boulder

With more than 300 days of sunshine per year and a
distinct four-season climate, a group finds itself inspired and
re-energized in Boulder. The city is located just 30 minutes from
Denver and welcomes outdoor lovers and dreamers. At the foot
of the Rocky Mountains, Boulder boasts hiking, climbing and
biking trails that satisfy groups seeking a rigorous challenge.
Those less drawn to strenuous endeavors can dine, stroll
and shop along Pearl Street, and take in the creative culture.
Savor the city’s energy with live music venues, breweries and
nightlife. Plays and concerts are often performed under a
canopy of stars, while festivals are held with the backdrop of the
majestic Flatirons.
Boulder Convention & Visitors Bureau
303-938-2071
bouldercoloradousa.com

TASTE

At the Celestial
Seasonings headquarters,
groups go behind the scenes
for a look at America’s top
specialty tea. Visitors learn
about the process for milling,
mixing and packaging. At the
end of the tour, guests exit
through the gift shop, where
approximately 90 teas are
available for tasting. Stop at
Celestial Café just behind the
Tour Center for breakfast or
lunch.
Celestial Seasonings
303-581-1266
celestialseasonings.com

SEE

TOUR

Facing Central Park,
just three blocks from Pearl
Street, Boulder Museum
of Contemporary Art
(BMoCA) exhibits regional,
national and international
artists in three galleries, and
a 100-set, black-box theater.
The museum invites groups
to explore the forefront and
evolution of contemporary
art. All group tours should be
booked in advance.

Groups feel the roar of
printing presses, each the
size of a motorcoach, as
they crank out two sheets
per second at Leanin’ Tree.
Watch as blank paper is
transformed into full-color
cards. Follow the production
process through precise
cutting equipment, the rush of
automated batching and fast
machines that fold 500,000
envelopes in one shift.

Boulder Museum of
Contemporary Art
303-443-2122
bmoca.org

Leanin’ Tree
800-525-0656
leanintree.com/
visit-us.html

SHOP

Allow free time in
Downtown Boulder, filled
with amazing shopping,
dining and entertainment
options. About 80 percent of
the 140 retailers are locally
owned and operated. Pearl
Street Mall is at the center of
downtown; the four-block-long
pedestrian hub celebrates
its 42nd anniversary this
year. Take a seat to enjoy
performers and musicians as
the sun goes down.
Downtown Boulder
303-449-3774
boulderdowntown.com

Clockwise from top: iStock, Ken Lund, Leanin’ Tree, Creative Commons, Celestial Seasonings
GroupTour.com
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Derringer pistol attracts Doc Holliday history buffs
On Nov. 8, 1887, John Henry “Doc”
Holliday died of tuberculosis in a rented
room at the Hotel Glenwood in Glenwood Springs. Despite his fame and
notoriety, the gambler, gunfighter, dentist and friend of Wyatt Earp left Earth
destitute. However, legend says Doc had
one possession dear to him at the time
of his passing that turned out to be quite
valuable: an 1866 Remington derringer
pistol with an inscription reading, “To
Doc from Kate.”
It’s this artifact that keeps groups
coming to the Doc Holliday Museum
— a stand-alone museum dedicated
to Doc’s life and the times in which he
lived. The museum, run by the Glenwood Springs Historical Society, is located on the lower level of the Bullocks
Western Store at Eighth St. and Grand
Ave. Coincidently, it also happens to be
the location of Hotel Glenwood, where

#1 Scenic Railroad

SURPRISINGLY
SIMPLE TO BOOK!

CUMBRESTOLTEC.COM/GROUPS
1-877-890-2737
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Doc died. In 1945, Hotel Glenwood
burned to the ground.
Doc’s derringer is the centerpiece
exhibit of the museum. Although the
weapon is enshrined in a well-lit plexiglass case, museum-goers can still get an
up-close look at the ornate inscription.
It’s well known that Holliday had a relationship with Mary Katherine HoronyCummings, better known as “Big Nose
Kate,” a prostitute of Hungarian descent.
According to the lore, Kate gave the gun
to Holliday as a gift, estimated around
1881 in Tombstone, Arizona.
“People are fascinated by Doc Holliday largely because of his association
with Wyatt Earp and his role in the
shootout at the OK Corral,” said Bill

Kight, executive director of the Glenwood Springs Historical Society and
the Frontier Museum. “But he also had
a life beyond that infamous event that
defined him. It seems he had a girlfriend
for whom he cared. This gun which she
purportedly gave him is a token of that
affection, or at least we like to think it is.”
Whatever the truth may be, it’s a
mystery that only adds to the mystique
of Doc Holliday — and drives groups to
schedule a stop at the museum. n
Doc Holliday Museum
970-945-9175
glenwoodhistory.com
visitglenwood.com
Jeremy Cantelli
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Idaho
Twin Falls

As people began to settle in great numbers along the
Oregon Trail, real estate in the Twin Falls area became more
popular. City founder Ira Burton Perrine worked to irrigate his
own ranch, then worked with private financers to build the Milner
Dam in 1905.
Hardships, like the Dust Bowl and the Great Depression,
continued for settlers. However, this history of triumph over
hardship ties Twin Falls to its agricultural past — a resiliency
still felt today. Groups can take a walking tour of the downtown
historic district or a driving tour of the original residential district.
Both walking and driving tour maps are available at the Visitor
Center near the Perrine Bridge.
Southern Idaho Tourism
208-733-9216
visitsouthidaho.com

ZIP

AWOL Adventure
Sports operates a fourline zip course that will
take a group racing at 45
mph through the Snake
River Canyon. Participants
experience an exhilarating
ride while enjoying the
canyon’s natural beauty.
Along the way, learn local
history, geology, and the
area’s flora and fauna.
Race to the bottom on the
1,750-foot-long Perrine Line.
AWOL Adventure Sports
208-420-2065
paddlethesnake.com

LEARN

ADMIRE

SEE

“The biggest little museum
in Idaho,” the Hagerman
Valley Historical Society
Museum’s facility was built
in 1909 as the Hagerman
State Bank and leased to
the federal government in
1936. It then served as the
Hagerman Post Office for
almost 50 years. Now home
to the museum, it is filled with
artifacts, photographs and
historic newspapers.

Located at the edge of
Twin Falls, Shoshone Falls
is a natural beauty on the
Snake River. At 212 feet,
the Shoshone Falls are even
higher than the Niagara
Falls. The park offers a blend
of recreational pursuits,
including hiking trails, picnic
areas, a swimming area and
a scenic overlook. Rest with
box lunches in the shaded
grass for a relaxing afternoon.

A trip to Twin Falls
wouldn’t be complete without
a Perrine Bridge photo-op.
The bridge spans the Snake
River Canyon at 1,500 feet
long and offers pedestrian
walkways with views of the
river, lakes and waterfalls.
Along the south rim of the
canyon, the dirt ramp used by
Evel Knievel and his steampowered “skycycle” in 1974
is still visible.

Hagerman Valley Historical
Society Museum
208-837-6288
hagermanmuseum.com

Shoshone Falls
208-736-2265
tfid.org/309/shoshone-falls

Perrine Bridge
208-733-3974
twinfallschamber.com

Clockwise from top: Creative Commons, Thomas Hawk, Larry Mathias, Creative Commons, Zip the Snake/AWOL Adventure Sports
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Idaho State Museum tells story
of land and people
After four years of renovations,
the Idaho Historical Museum in Boise
reopened its doors last fall as the new
Idaho State Museum. The $17 million
project was delayed several times due
to the need for private funding and
weather delays, but groups will find it
was well worth the wait.
The museum features an additional
18,000 square feet of exhibition and
education space, and the original 1950
building has been completely renovated
to create an interactive and educational
visitor experience.
The new space includes galleries devoted to the vast landscapes and stories
of Idaho, told geographically through
north, central and south Idaho. One gallery chronicles Idaho’s geologic origins,
while presenting the origin stories of

Idaho’s five federally recognized tribes.
“Stories from Idaho” allows groups to
see themselves as part of the state’s story
through an exhibition on individuals
who have made an impact on history.
The museum’s former No. 1 attraction also made its return — Deja Moo, a
two-headed calf. The calf was born to a
rancher in Gooding in the 1950s, and although the animal died a few days later,
it was mounted, stuffed and displayed at
the museum ever since.
Groups also should allow time to
experience the Old Idaho Penitentiary,
located about 10 minutes from the museum. The site features 30 historic buildings and special exhibitions. Explore
historic cell houses and go into a solitary
confinement cell.
Although groups do not require a

Idaho State Museum

guide at the penitentiary, arrangements
should be made in advance. n
Idaho State Museum
208-334-2844
history.idaho.gov

R E S O R T D E S T I N AT I O N : 2 5 Y E A R S.

Cultural destination: 25,000 years.

u

Immerse your tour participants in the stunning beauty and
serenity of our premier resort. At the same time, immerse them
in the rich cultural experiences of the Coeur d’Alene Tribe. We’ll
create custom packages just for your group, including Powwows,
traditional cuisine, historical tours, storytelling, dance and more.
For tours, contact Dee Dee McGowan, Cultural Tourism Manager,
at 1 800 523-2464 ext 7415.

37914 South Nukwalqw, Worley, Idaho 83876
CDACASINO.COM/CULTURAL-TOURISM |   
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Montana
Whitefish

Modern-day Whitefish is an island of culture surrounded by
an ocean of mountain recreation. Nestled at the northernmost
point of the majestic Flathead Valley in the Rocky Mountains of
Montana, the city was founded at the turn of the 20th century,
when the Great Northern Railway chose its location for its
northwestern Montana headquarters. To this day, many visitors
arrive by Amtrak’s Empire Builder at the Whitefish Train Depot.
Groups can play on the water, stroll the 40-plus miles of
Whitefish Trail, take in a professional theater performance and
stop at a gallery to learn about the local arts scene. After all that
excitement, a broad selection of lodges, inns, hotels and guest
ranches provide a variety of places to rest and relax.
Whitefish Convention & Visitors Bureau
877-862-3548
explorewhitefish.com

SIP

Crack open a Good
Med Montana Red Ale and
follow The Great Northern
Brewing Company on
its journey. The company
is building a legacy of
exceptional beer for craft
beer newcomers and
veterans alike. The beer is
made by way of the age-old
tradition of “gravity-flow.”
Book a seasonal tour at least
one week in advance.
The Great Northern
Brewing Company
406-863-1000, ext. 9
greatnorthernbrewing.com

HIKE

RECHARGE

Whitefish is only a half
hour from Glacier National
Park headquarters. Groups
can experience the pristine
forests, alpine meadows,
rugged mountains and
spectacular lakes. Rangerled programs include
evening talks, hikes, boat
tours and snowshoe walks.
Park concessions also
offer bus tours, raft tours,
horseback rides and field
courses.

For more than 25 years,
Montana Coffee Traders
has been the Flathead
Valley’s premier coffee
roaster. The Whitefish
roastery on Highway 93
offers tours on Fridays. Learn
about the origin of coffee and
taste coffees from around the
world. Afterward, nibble on
fresh baked goods, browse
through coffee accessories
and gifts, and shop from a
wide selection of coffee.

Glacier National Park
406-888-7800
nps.gov/glac

Montana Coffee Traders
406-862-7628
coffeetraders.com

SKI

The group sales team
at Whitefish Mountain
Resort ensures visitors have
a memorable experience,
whether it’s skiing, mountain
biking, an aerial adventure,
a zip line tour or a scenic lift
ride. Try a Moonlight Dine &
Ski dinner; ride the lift to the
summit, enjoy dinner at the
Summit House and ski down
a freshly groomed run with
instructors.
Whitefish Mountain Resort
406-862-1983
skiwhitefish.com/groups

Clockwise from top right: Whitefish Mountain Resort (2), Montana Coffee Traders, Bernd Thaller (2)

GroupTour.com
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DanWalt Gardens bursts
with blooms in Billings
More than 300 varieties of irises and
numerous other flowers bloom throughout the summer months at DanWalt
Gardens in Billings. Open daily for
tours, the gardens consist of 1½ acres
with meandering pathways. Highlights
include numerous fountains, a koi pond
with a waterfall, exotic chickens and a
pavilion for events.
“The flower beds are placed along the
pathways and have a distinctive edging
we are known for,” said Clint Lunde,
owner of the gardens. “In the spring, we
start off with tulips and daffodils, and
as the summer progresses, we get the
irises, lilies, allium, hyacinth, hibiscus
and roses.”
The gardens began in the mid-1990s,
when Dan Jellison and Walt Williams
lived in the house on the north side of
the premises. They decided to convert
their backyard, which was just grass and
pasture, into a garden — vegetables,
flowering perennials and annuals,
70
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shrubs and trees.
In 1996, Jellison and Williams hosted
a thank-you dinner in their garden for
the Mental Health Center’s May Clay
Day volunteers, which garnered attention from the Billings community. And
later that year, Jellison and Williams participated in The Moss Mansion Garden
Tours, which helped welcome 400 visitors in one weekend.
As popularity continued, their services launched into outdoor luncheons,
afternoon teas, evening soirees and other events. In 1999 and 2003, when more
land was acquired, the labor of love
flourished into themed areas including a
European Parterre, a Japanese Garden, a
Rose Garden, a Ceremony Garden and a
pond, in addition to bridges, statuaries,
fountains, numerous trees, shrubs and
flowering plants.
Clint and Suri Lunde acquired the
gardens in 2017, when Jellison and
Williams were ready to take on new

DanWalt Gardens

adventures.
“Our visitors routinely comment the
experience is among their favorite stops
on their trips,” Lunde said. “That is very
gratifying for us to hear and it’s our goal
to provide that experience to every visitor. We are very excited about hosting
tour groups in the future and would be
happy to put together pricing packages
for full tours and could even provide
lunch or dinner with advance notice.” n
DanWalt Gardens
406-248-4003
thedanwaltgardens.com

itinerary planner

Nebraska
South Sioux City

South Sioux City, Nebraska, is immediately across
the Missouri River from Sioux City, Iowa. Sergeant Floyd
Monument stands tall on Iowa’s side of the river, a 100-foothigh stone obelisk memorializing Sgt. Charles Floyd who
died during the 1804 Lewis & Clark Expedition. He was the
expedition’s only fatality.
Although it’s still growing, Nebraska’s side of the river is
continuing to honor American heroes with the recent addition
of Freedom Park. The city and its surrounding communities
celebrate annual events throughout the year, including the
Winnebago Pow Wow. The homecoming celebration honors
Chief Little Priest and 75 of his Winnebago warriors who served
with the U.S. Calvary in 1865.
South Sioux City Convention and Visitors Bureau
402-494-1307
visitsouthsiouxcity.com

SAVOR

HONOR

RELAX

Kahill’s Chophouse
welcomes groups with great
taste, spectacular views and
a relaxing ambience. Located
in the Delta Hotel by Marriott
South Sioux City Riverfront,
overlooking the mighty
Missouri River, the restaurant
offers detailed service and
a classic American menu.
Groups from eight to 80
can be privately seated in
the Chairman’s Room and
Highland’s Room.

Along the banks of the
Missouri River, 55 acres of
land are becoming Freedom
Park, featuring a Vietnam
Veterans Memorial. The
Memorial Dog Park was
built in honor of fallen Navy
SEAL John Douangdara,
who along with 29 fellow
service members and his
assault dog, Bart, were killed
in an Afghanistan helicopter
crash in 2011. Additional
monuments are underway.

Don’t let the unassuming
look deceive groups. A diner
known for its home-cooked
meals and made-fromscratch pies, Crystal Cafe
blends a down-home feeling
with good food. Serving
breakfast, lunch, dinner and
bottomless coffee, and open
24 hours, Crystal Cafe is
near U.S. Route 75 when
the group is ready to hit the
road. Try a breakfast favorite
like the Belt Buster.

Kahill’s Chophouse
402-494-5025
kahills.net

Freedom Park
712-222-1686
siouxlandfreedompark.org

Crystal Cafe
402-494-5471
crystalcafe.food74.com

EXPLORE

From South Sioux City,
travel 20 minutes northwest
to Adams Homestead and
State Nature Preserve
in North Sioux City, South
Dakota. Spanning 1,500
acres along the Missouri
River, this area features close
to 10 miles of limestone
trails. Tours of the restored
historical buildings are
available through reservation.
Adams Homestead
and Nature Preserve
605-232-0873
gfp.sd.gov

Clockwise from top: Nebraska Tourism, Adams Homestead and State Nature Preserve, Nebraska Tourism, Freedom Park, Nebraska Tourism
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Crane Trust Nature & Visitor Center
reflects Nebraska’s natural beauty
Protecting and maintaining the
physical, hydrological and biological integrity of the Big Bend area of the Platte
River, the Crane Trust Nature & Visitor
Center supports habitats for sandhill
and whooping cranes, and other migratory bird species.
“The Crane Trust Nature & Visitor
Center (NVC) is a hidden gem, situated
in a captivating, one-of-a-kind location
on the scenic Platte River in south-central Nebraska, minutes off I-80 at Exit
305,” said Josie DeVault, director of marketing for Crane Trust. “The NVC has
evolved into a major tourist attraction,
hosting over 35,000 visitors each March
during the sandhill crane migration and
an estimated 60,000 annually — from all
50 states and over 63 foreign countries.”

The Wood River-based center offers a
variety of tour options during the March
migration, including a VIP experience
with overnight lodging. Photo workshops and safaris also are available for
groups.
“The migration is usually so much
more than what first-timers expect,”
DeVault said. “It is one of the world's
greatest natural spectacles. We hope
guests walk away with a new appreciation for what one of the last great migrations looks like, but even more, that
there is still so much to see and do here
and in Nebraska.”
Inside the center, groups learn about
the migratory birds through murals and
interactive touch screens, and they can
shop in the Crimson Crown Gift Shop,

Crane Trust

where proceeds are donated back to the
local community.
Outside, groups can stroll through
the butterfly garden, view a herd of
American bison and explore nearly 10
miles of nature trails along the Platte
River.
“The Platte River is a complex ecosystem that has influenced its environment for millions of years,” DeVault
said. “The Crane Trust works to understand the complexities of the Platte
River ecosystem and is making progress
in preserving the ecological balance of
that system.” n
Crane Trust Nature & Visitor Center
308-382-1820
cranetrust.org
GroupTour.com
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Nevada

Carson Valley
Groups soar to new heights and living history abounds
in Carson Valley, just east of South Lake Tahoe, and nestled
between the Eastern Sierra and Great Basin. Encompassing
Minden, Gardnerville, Genoa and Topaz Lake, the valley is
where outdoor adventure beckons groups from the moment they
arrive. Visitors tackle bike trails and ski slopes, find bald eagles
in their viewfinders and wrap the day in a raucously communal
Basque restaurant.
The valley also is rich in western history and lore. Visit
historic sites and museums that steep groups into the lives
of early settlers; make firsthand discoveries on Kit Carson,
Snowshoe Thompson, the Pony Express and the Emigrant Trail.
Visit Carson Valley
775-782-8145
visitcarsonvalley.org

RELAX

At the foothills of the
Sierra Nevada Mountains and
located in the historic town
of Genoa, David Walley’s
Resort Hot Springs & Spa
features five hot spring pools,
a full-service spa and fine
dining at 1862 Restaurant &
Saloon. Enjoy a casual fine
dining adventure while the
group entertains its palette
with gourmet wild game and
a little southwestern flare.
David Walley’s Resort
Hot Springs & Spa
775-782-8155
davidwalleys-resort.com

Sydney Martinez/Travel Nevada
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SHOP

Bring home something
truly unique — a great local,
historic treasure. Located
in Gardnerville, Cheshire
Antiques Inc. has 12,000
feet of showroom floor with
more than 60 of the best
Nevada antique vendors.
Allow free time in the mall,
which encompasses two
buildings, for the group to
seek out quality antiques
among unsurpassed
customer service.
Cheshire Antiques Inc.
775-782-9117
cheshireantiques.com

DISCOVER

EXPLORE

The site of Nevada’s
first permanent, non-native
settlement, Mormon Station
was built in 1851 as a trading
post along the Carson Route
of the California Trail. It
provided supplies to travelers
crossing the Sierra Nevada
Mountains. Today, the park is
home to a reconstruction of
the original 1851 trading post
that burned down in 1910
and a museum.

See Dangberg Home
Ranch Historic Park in
Minden through a guided
history tour. Docents lead
visitors through the entire
main level, from the living
room to the cowboys’ dining
hall, and reveal the history
of Carson Valley ranching
through one family’s history.
The stories told by the
artifacts will make the group
laugh, cry and reflect.

Mormon Station
775-782-2590
parks.nv.gov/parks
/mormon-station

Dangberg Home
Ranch Historic Park
775-783-9417
dangberghomeranch.org

NEVADA

Explore the rural West at the
Western Folklife Center
In Elko, the Western Folklife Center
uses story and cultural expression to
connect the American West with the rest
of the world.
“We explore and give voice to traditional dynamic cultures of the American
West through exhibitions, educational
programs, video and audio productions,
dancing and music presentations, and
our premier event, the National Cowboy
Poetry Gathering,” said Kristin Windbigler, executive director of Western
Folklife Center. “Our goal is to have
visitors leave with a deeper understanding and appreciation of the artistry and
stories of the rural American West.”
Once serving as a social center in
Elko, the Pioneer Building now houses
the Western Folklife Center, which
includes an exhibit gallery, a 300-seat

theater, 20-seat black box theater, saloon
and gift shop.
“The Pioneer Saloon is a favorite
gathering place during the National
Cowboy Poetry Gathering and throughout the year, when it hosts local and
touring bands, and monthly music jams
and dances,” Windbigler said. “The walls
of the Pioneer Saloon bring the 34-year
history of the Cowboy Poetry Gathering to light through an exhibit of event
posters.”
The Wiegand Gallery highlights
today’s rural West.
“Through changing exhibitions,
short films and interactive listening
stations, visitors to the Wiegand Gallery
can experience the artistic dimensions
of ranching and other communities that
make their home in the American West,”

Windbigler said. “Cowboy gear, stories,
music and poetry reflecting everyday
life in this vast landscape are among the
focuses of our rotating exhibitions.”
In the black box theater, groups can
watch the high-definition music video,
“Why the Cowboy Sings,” in addition
to other educational videos. “Why the
Cowboy Sings” explores the inspiration
behind poetry and music that accompany ranch life.
In the gift shop, groups can browse
through Western poetry and music,
books and artwork, Native American
jewelry, folk art, clothing, hand-thrown
pottery and gifts. n
Western Folklife Center
775-738-7508
westernfolklife.org

Jessica Brandi Lifland

GroupTour.com
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New Mexico
Taos

Taos exemplifies New Mexico’s beloved motto, “Land of
Enchantment.” Groups are often drawn to the area’s majestic
landscape, encompassing the Rocky Mountains and Rio Grande
Gorge. But they’re also drawn to the city’s world-class ski resort,
World Heritage Site, and one of the most photographed and
iconic churches in the nation.
Take a tour, ranging from historical and epicurean tours
to trolley and walking tours, to uncover the city’s fascinating
stories. Discover how hundreds of years of interaction among
Spanish explorers, Native Americans and American immigrants
has created a rich culture of understanding. Taos Pueblo is
the only Native American community that is designated both a
World Heritage Site and a National Historic Landmark.
Town of Taos
800-732-8267
taos.org

STAY

SKI

“La Fonda” (The Inn)
opened in 1820 — a
mercantile store that also
rented rooms. This historic
location is where Hotel La
Fonda de Taos resides
today. The renovated interior
features its own touches,
like the world-famous D.H.
Lawrence “Forbidden Art”
collection. The hotel prides
itself on rooms, suites and
service that’ll make a group’s
visit a special one.

At 9,120 feet, Taos Ski
Valley raises the bar for
groups. Not only does the
resort offer some of the best
snow quality in the West,
but it has a commitment
to sustainability. The Ernie
Blake Snowsports School’s
seasoned instructors
can provide interpretative
experiences and coaching.
Join the resort for winter
activities, or hiking and fishing
during the summer season.

A vibrant Roman Catholic
parish, San Francisco
de Asis has stood as
a cornerstone since its
construction began — as
early as 1772. Its unique
architecture has made it one
of the most photographed
churches in the United States.
Stop by to have the group
take its own photos, and
learn about the traditions that
keep the church’s architecture
a living work of art.

Hotel La Fonda de Taos
800-833-2211
lafondataos.com

Taos Ski Valley
575-776-2291, ext. 2469
skitaos.com

San Francisco de Asis
575-758-2754
san-francisco-de-asis.org

Clockwise from top: Jenni Konrad, Ron Cogswell, Creative Commons (2), Kent Kanouse
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The Kit Carson Home
& Museum still stands in its
footprint, built circa 1825 and
purchased by Kit Carson as
a wedding gift for his third
wife. Today, the home attracts
20,000 visitors yearly. Groups
can see photos of the Carson
family and other historical
figures, as well as artifacts
such as Carson’s U.S. Army
sabre and scabbard, and his
Masonic hat.
Kit Carson Home
& Museum
575-758-4082
kitcarsonmuseum.org

new mexico

Sky City Cultural Center & Haak’u Museum
preserves Native American culture
Fifty miles west of Albuquerque,
Acoma Pueblo, also known as “Sky
City,” sits atop a sandstone mesa 367
feet above the desert floor. As the oldest
continuously inhabited community in
North America (dating to 1150 A.D.),
the mesa-top settlement is known
worldwide for its unique art and rich
culture.
The Sky City Cultural Center &
Haak’u Museum serves as a welcome
center for groups visiting Acoma Pueblo.
The cultural center consists of a museum, gift shop, cafe, theater and meeting
rooms.
“What makes the Sky City Cultural
Center & Haak’u Museum so unique is
the friendly atmosphere that is delivered when visitors arrive and set foot in
our attractable building,” said Melvin
Juanico, operations manager. “Our staff
provide quality customer service and

history information with pride, as Acoma Pueblo tribal members. Most importantly, Acoma Pueblo, being a historical
site, has proven to be a destination of
enriched living history with the preservation of the Native American culture,

tradition and the Acoma language.”
In addition to viewing the orientation video, exploring the museum’s two
exhibits and browsing the Gaits’i Gift
Shop, groups can participate in 90-minute guided tours of the mesa-top village.
Continues on pg 78
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273 LUXURY ROOMS AND SUITES,
PLUS 40,000+ SQ. FT. OF MEETING SPACE
To book your Group or Meeting, please contact:

Charles Meeks | 575-464-7780
cmeeks@innofthemountaingods.com

Jo Kazhe | 575-464-7065
jokazhe@innofthemountaingods.com

FULL CASINO | LUXURY RESORT | FINE DINING
CHAMPIONSHIP GOLF | FULL SERVICE SPA
InnoftheMountainGods.com

| 1-800-545-9011 | Mescalero, NM

Sky City Cultural Center & Haak’u Museum

GroupTour.com
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AMERICAN

INDIAN

WEEK
APRIL 22-28, 2019

BOOK NOW:

TourReservation@IndianPueblo.org

CULTURAL DANCE PROGRAM

Sky City Cultural Center & Haak’u Museum

Tours include oral history, provided by
Acoma Pueblo tribal members, and a
visit to San Esteban Del Rey Mission
Church. Transportation to and from the
mesa top is included. Tours can accommodate 60 people.
Group visits to the center typically
last 2½ hours, but time can be extended
if groups pre-order an onsite catered
lunch from Yaak’a Café.
“Ninety-nine percent of our visitors leave here with a spiritual feeling
after learning about the history of our

Acoma community — how our ancestors survived in the earlier centuries and
how we are still preserving our native
American livelihood,” Juanico said. “We
hope that the visiting groups will leave
here with that same experience and that
they were welcomed into our homeland
with open hearts.” n
Sky City Cultural Center & Haak’u
Museum
505-552-7861
acomaskycity.org

CERTIFIED NATIVE ARTISANS

NATIVE INSPIRED CUISINE

IndianPueblo.org

2401 12th St NW, ABQ 87104

505-843-7270
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new mexico

Alamogordo offers basecamp
for winter getaways
Now is the time to start planning
next winter’s tours. Less than a half-hour
from one of the southernmost ski areas
in the United States, Alamogordo offers
a wide array of affordable lodging and
dining options, as well as exciting and
memorable attractions. The city serves
as an ideal basecamp for an adventurous
winter trip.
“Oftentimes, the holiday season and
winter months involve spending large
amounts of money to make memories,”
said Michelle Brideaux, communications and marketing administrator for
the City of Alamogordo. “We encourage
groups to opt for budget-friendly trips
that will prove memorable and exciting.
With Ski Cloudcroft right up the road,
visitors to southern New Mexico can

enjoy an amazing ski trip, while returning to enjoy Alamogordo’s outdoor
attractions, experiential tours, museums,
wineries and restaurants.”
In addition to skiing and ice skating,
visitors can make it a “white Christmas”
at White Sands National Monument.
White Sands offers year-round opportunities for horseback riding, sledding
and exploring. For outdoor lovers,
Alamogordo features temperate winter
weather, great for hiking, biking and
golfing.
New Mexico also has a lengthy history of winemaking. Wine lovers and
experiential travelers will revel in the
chance to sample local wines and eat
locally grown pistachios and pecans.
With several options to choose from,

many locations offer chances to tour
the vineyards and farms, take home a
taste of New Mexico from the gift shop,
and learn about the rich history of New
Mexico wine.
“Whether you’re looking for a relaxing and rejuvenating break from the daily hustle and bustle, or you’re planning
a trip to go, see and do, Alamogordo
has options for every group,” Brideaux
said. “Alamogordo is the place to be next
winter for groups wanting a well-rounded, affordable trip that’ll create lasting
memories for years to come.” n
Alamogordo NM True
Aubrey L. Dunn Sr. Visitors Center
800-826-0294
alamogordonmtrue.com

Alamogordo NM True

GroupTour.com
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North Dakota
Dickinson

On the western edge of North Dakota, Dickinson is next
to more than 1.5 million acres of public land, prairies, rugged
buttes, rivers and plains. Theodore Roosevelt National Park
was once home to the country’s 26th president, who ranched
in the Badlands during the 1800s. The rugged landscape and
strenuous life Roosevelt experienced helped shape today’s
conservation policies.
Dickinson may be a gateway to the national park, but the city
itself is filled with fun attractions, popular festivals and a bustling
downtown. Cultural activities include Roughrider Days and the
Ukrainian Festival. When it’s time to recharge, stop at The Brew
Coffee House in a former chapel — the oldest chapel in the city.
The Brew offers a variety of drinks, and fresh-baked pastries
and paninis.
Dickinson Convention & Visitors Bureau
701-483-4988
visitdickinson.com

DISCOVER

Travel back in time to
the Badlands Dinosaur
Museum, formerly named the
Dakota Dinosaur Museum.
Although the museum is
undergoing a total overhaul,
stop by to see life-sized
dinosaurs, and rock and
mineral exhibits. The museum
maintains a world-class
collection for research,
exhibits and education.
Badlands Dinosaur
Museum
701-456-6225
dickinsonmuseum
center.com
North Dakota Tourism
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LEARN

The first Ukrainian
immigrants were attracted
to North Dakota by the
Homestead Act of 1867.
The Ukrainian Cultural
Institute features folk art,
cultural exhibits and religious
displays. The beautiful
handcrafted “Psyanky” Easter
eggs are showcased, each
one individually created
with themes and stories. Try
varenyky or pyrohy, produced
in the kitchen every day.
Ukrainian Cultural Institute
701-483-1486
ucitoday.org

SIP

SAVOR

Enjoy a North Dakota
sunset and a glass of smooth
honey wine at Fluffy Fields
Vineyard & Winery. Its
orchards provide unique
alternatives to grape wines,
such as Apple Rhubarb,
Strawberry Rhubarb, and its
specialty carrot wine, Naughty
Bunny. The tasting room
features daily wine tastings by
the glass or bottle, and select
draft beer by the jar.

BrickHouse Grille &
B2 Lounge is a fine-dining
restaurant and lounge.
Located in downtown
Dickinson, the grille offers
lunch and dinner prepared
by a highly trained culinary
chef, as well as a variety of
wine and spirits. Exciting
dishes complement both the
seasons and local area. The
B2 Lounge can accommodate
groups of up to 100.

Fluffy Fields Vineyard
& Winery
701-590-2203
fluffyfields.com

BrickHouse Grille
& B2 Lounge
701-483-9900
brickhousegrilleonline.com

north dakota

North Dakota Heritage Center & State
Museum tells state’s story
At North Dakota Heritage Center
& State Museum in Bismarck, exhibits
and hands-on experiences trace North
Dakota’s history from 600 million years
ago up to current events. Items range
from a rare dino-mummy fossil and a
beautiful collection of Native American
artifacts to a 1950s soda fountain and an
experimental spacesuit.
Interactive experiences, videos, kiosks and daily films are blended into the
exhibits, allowing visitors to immerse in
the experience.
The Adaptation Gallery explores the
broad stroke of geologic time. From the
monstrous creatures living in primordial
seas to the migration of elephant-like
mammals during the ice age, North Dakota was transformed many times over.

A full-cast of a T. Rex and a Triceratops
watch over visitors in the gallery.
Groups can prearrange a learning
laboratory activity to work with museum guides or to spend time interacting
with paleontologists.
The Innovation Gallery highlights the
tribes of North Dakota as they were before
European-American contact and as the
sovereign nations they are today. Groups
will learn about hallmarks of human innovation, such as the invention of the bow
and arrow. Visitors are encouraged to step
inside a teepee and to listen to stories told
in multiple native languages.
The Inspiration Gallery tells the story
of the state and its people through six
themes that continue to shape North
Dakota’s heritage. The “Agricultural

North Dakota Heritage Center & State Museum

Innovation” exhibit is popular with visitors, who are invited to drive a tractor in
a simulated experience. Military history
enthusiasts can trace conflict from frontier forts to fallout shelters in exhibits
rich with artifacts, models and interpretive displays.
Gallery guides can be scheduled for
tour groups and after-hours visits may be
accommodated. Visitor amenities include
a cafe, a museum store and a research
library. After exploring the museum, take
a walk on the beautiful grounds, part of
the Capitol Arboretum Trail. n
North Dakota Heritage Center
& State Museum
701-328-2666
statemuseum.nd.gov
GroupTour.com
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Oklahoma
Guthrie

At noon on April 22, 1889, cannons marked the beginning
of “Harrison’s Hoss Race.” In a matter of hours, Guthrie was
born and became home to 10,000-plus settlers who dreamed
of fertile prairie lands on what would later become the State of
Oklahoma.
The iconic 115-year-old State Capital Publishing Company
building once housed the largest printing house west of the
Mississippi river. Today, the Guthrie Tomorrow Coalition, Inc.,
is working to transform the building into a museum, ensuring
generations to come will experience the rich legacy of
Oklahoma’s newspaper and print publishing industry.
Such love for history is a trend throughout Guthrie; start the
historical journey with the following four itinerary stops.
Visit Guthrie
405-282-0197
guthrieok.com

DISCOVER

Featuring an extensive
collection of artifacts and
memorabilia associated
with early drugstores and
medical arts, the Oklahoma
Frontier Drugstore
Museum is located in the
circa 1890 Gaffney Building.
Curator Pam Ekiss and local
volunteers are available for
guided tours. An adjacent
Apothecary Garden provides
a restful setting for a break.
Oklahoma Frontier
Drugstore Museum
405-282-1895
drugmuseum.org

LEARN

The Oklahoma
Territorial Museum & The
Carnegie Library preserves
the heritage of Oklahoma
through the collection and
interpretation of archival
materials. The museum
documents the homestead
experience, and territorial
and state government.
Numerous tours and
programs are offered.
The Oklahoma Territorial
Museum & The
Carnegie Library
405-282-1889
okterritorialmuseum.org

WANDER

There are more than 2,000
buildings within the Guthrie
Historic District covering 1,400
acres. Public and private
initiatives ensure preservation
of Guthrie’s rich architectural
legacy. Give the group
some free time to explore
Downtown Guthrie’s shops,
galleries, restaurants and
museums. Don’t miss Rick’s
Fine Chocolates & Coffee, and
Aunt Gertrude’s House.
Downtown Guthrie
405-282-1947
guthrieok.com

PLAY

Honoring the many
Oklahoma athletes who have
inspired passion for sports
in the state, Territorial
Capital Sports Museum
preserves traditions with
historical memorabilia.
Baseball, basketball,
football, Olympics, golf
and rodeo are represented
with comprehensive gallery
exhibits.
Territorial Capital
Sports Museum
405-260-1342
territorialcapitalsports
museum.org

Clockwise from top: Nicolas Henderson, Territorial Capital Sports Museum, Danzil Raines, The Oklahoma Territorial Museum & The Carnegie Library, Creative Commons
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National Weather Center studies
Earth’s atmospheric events
More than 40,000 guests visit the
National Weather Center in Norman annually. It houses a unique confederation
of The University of Oklahoma, National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, and state organizations that work
together to improve the understanding
of events occurring in Earth’s atmosphere over a wide range of time and
space scales.
“If a group is interested in weather, it
is a must-see destination in Oklahoma,”
said Patrick Hyland, coordinator of external relations for the National Weather
Center. “Our tours offer guests the
opportunity to see our premier facilities, learn about the various academic,
state and federal entities analyzing and
researching our atmosphere, and get a
more behind-the-scenes look into the

field of meteorology. Our trained tour
guides provide an overview of a variety
of building and weather topics.”
The National Weather Center
houses more than 500 people, including
research scientists, operational meteorologists and climatologists, engineers,
technicians, faculty, support staff, and
graduate and undergraduate students.
The facility is comprised of five floors
of office, classroom and research space,
as well as an outdoor classroom and
rooftop observation deck.
In addition to visiting various spaces
in the building, guests have the opportunity to view interactive displays including the EndPoint Liquid Galaxy, Science
on a Sphere, Weather Wall and Twister
movie props. The National Weather
Center also boasts a cafe (The Flying

National Weather Center

Cow Cafe) that is open to the public
daily for breakfast and lunch.
“We hope guests leave with a better
understanding of the field of meteorology, and through a more behind-thescenes look into our field, learn about
all of the amazing individuals who are
developing cutting-edge technology to
drastically improve our forecasts and
warnings to the public,” Hyland said.
“We would love to show your group the
exciting field of meteorology, so if you
are traveling in Oklahoma, make sure
the National Weather Center is one of
your destinations.” n
National Weather Center
405-325-3095
ou.edu/nwc

GroupTour.com
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South Dakota
Watertown

Founded in 1879 as a rail terminus, Watertown soon
prospered as a transportation hub after railroads expanded
farther west. Despite the prominence of rivers and lakes in the
area, the city was named after Watertown, New York, hometown
of brothers John. E. Kemp and Oscar P. Kemp, two of the city’s
founders.
Lake Kampeska resides on the western edge of Watertown.
There’s more than 13 miles of shoreline for a group to get its
water fix, and along the lake’s edge, there are two golf courses
and a disc golf course. About 30 miles of trails connect the lake
to the city. After a fun day by the water, continue the adventure
with the following four itinerary ideas.
Watertown Convention & Visitors Bureau
800-658-4505
visitwatertownsd.com

SEE

Wildlife painter Terry
Redlin was a Watertown
native. The Redlin Art
Center houses hundreds of
his works. Each painting tells
a story and marks a specific
time in Terry Redlin’s life and
career. Arrange for a Redlin
Art Center representative
to guide the group through
the galleries. Catered box
lunches are packed in a
Redlin keepsake tin. See
page 85.
Redlin Art Center
605-882-3877
redlinart.com

TASTE

Visit Watertown Brewing
Company for premium craft
beer and gastropub-themed
fare. Featuring a range of
house-brewed beers and
rotating taps from regional
breweries, the warm and
inviting taproom weclomes
groups. The staff grows
its own hops, brews its
own beer and even makes
crackers out of the grain
from its mashing process.
Watertown Brewing
Company
605-878-2739
watertownbrewing.com

EXPLORE

Encounter 120 species
from around the world and
those native to South Dakota
at Bramble Park Zoo.
Animals include black and
white ruffed lemurs, North
American river otters, black
bears and jaguars. Special
guided group tours can be
booked by calling the zoo.
Keeper Talks and Training
Demonstrations are held on
weekends, Memorial Day
through Labor Day.
Bramble Park Zoo
605-882-6269
brambleparkzoo.com

Clockwise from top: Creative Commons (2), Bramble Park Zoo, Watertown Brewing Company, Redlin Art Center
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TOUR

Explore the life of South
Dakota’s first governor,
Arthur Calvin Mellette, in
his elegant Italianate 1885
Dakota Territory home.
Mellette House is renowned
not only for its spectacular
architecture, but also for the
remarkable family that built
and occupied the home for
its first 10 years. Guided
tours are available and
restoration work is ongoing.
Mellette House
605-886-4730
mellettehouse.org

south dakota

Redlin Art Center shares legacy
of the man behind the paintbrush
The world’s largest collection of Terry
Redlin art is on display in Watertown,
the late artist’s hometown. The Redlin
Art Center showcases more than 150 of
his original oil paintings.
Terry Redlin is known for his paintings of rural America, often of outdoor
themes and wildlife. Each of his paintings
tells a story and marks a specific time in
his life and career. At the 52,000-squarefoot art center, groups learn about Redlin’s work and inspirations.
The most popular exhibit, “The Gallery,” is the crown jewel of the art center
and features every original Redlin oil
painting since 1985. To view the paintings, visitors walk through hallways
lined with oak railings, which allows
for a more intimate experience than
an open gallery space. Gray, black and
white polished granite floors and walls

surround the collection, making the
vibrant jewel-like tones in the oil paintings the focal point.
Other areas in the center tell more of
Redlin’s path to success. In the Early Art
Room, visitors see a variety of styles and
mediums not seen in his later works,
like childhood drawings and college
art projects. The Sketch Room features
nearly 50 of Redlin’s original, preliminary pencil drawings. In the Photo Gallery, visitors get a colorful glimpse of the
man behind the paintings, from infancy
to adulthood.
Redlin’s Comforts of Home painting
comes to life at the Comforts of Home
Cabin, a re-creation of the lakeside
cabin featured in the painting. The cabin
is located on the lower level of the art
center. Guests are invited to take in the
rustic elegance of a home filled with an

South Dakota Department of Tourism

array of home furnishings and Redlin’s
fine art prints.
Outside, the Conservation Park
stands as a “living painting” for visitors.
The 30 acres of wetlands and park was
designed by Redlin himself. Groups can
enjoy over 1 mile of walking trails, dotted with bridges and gazebos.
Redlin Art Center can accommodate groups of 10 or more with advance
notice. Group tour options include “The
Gallery” Tour, video presentations,
outdoor exploration, a Redlin box lunch
picnic and visits to the gift shop. Redlin
staff can customize itineraries to match
group interests. n
Redlin Art Center
877-873-3546
redlinart.com

GroupTour.com
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Texas
Abilene

Western heritage is both a birthright and a pastime in
Abilene. The city’s walkable downtown is brimming with
interesting architecture, dining, shopping, museums and
galleries.
“We’re an easy-to-navigate city with a pleasant surprise
around every corner,” said Tiffany Nichols, visitor sales manager
at the Abilene Convention & Visitors Bureau. “History buffs will
want to see the WWII archives and personal collections of the
brave 12th Armored Division ‘Hellcats,’ who trained in Abilene
back in the ’40s, while theater lovers might want to catch a
show at the historic Paramount Theatre. We can even fix groups
up with artisans who make custom cowboy hats or boots.”
The following itinerary ideas provide a few more reasons
groups love to make Abilene an overnight destination.
Abilene Convention & Visitors Bureau
325-676-2556
abilenevisitors.com

DISCOVER

INDULGE

Experience the thrilling
brutality of life in the untamed
West. Frontier Texas! is an
interactive history museum
that uses full-sized holographic
imagery and theater to tell real
stories of early Texas. Meet
native American chiefs, buffalo
hunters, cattle drivers, saloon
keepers and long-suffering
women. Scope out a collection
of frontier firearms. The venue
includes the Texas Forts Trail
Region Visitor Center.

Taste the mesquite-smoked
goodness of Tom Perini’s
chuckwagon cooking. Located
on the original family ranch,
the world-famous Perini
Ranch Steakhouse has been
honored by the James Beard
Foundation as an “American
Classic” and owns bragging
rights on innumerable lists for
its hamburgers and steaks.
The nearby Perini Country
Market lets groups take a few
flavors back home.

Frontier Texas!
325-437-2800
frontiertexas.com

Perini Ranch Steakhouse
325-572-3339
periniranch.com

IMAGINE

Abilene’s historic
downtown is dotted with
bronze figures celebrating
popular children’s books.
With more than two dozen
pieces, it’s the largest public
sculpture collection in the
nation, earning Abilene a new
title, “Storybook Capital
of America.” Learn what
inspired this collection at the
National Center for Children’s
Illustrated Literature.

Abilene’s Bellman on
Call luggage service is
part of the city’s friendly
nature. Handy heroes can be
dispatched to any limitedservice hotel to give groups
the full-service treatment.
Call the Abilene Convention
& Visitors Bureau for more
perks, like informative
welcome bags, opening
receptions, step-on guided
tours and fun prizes.

Storybook Capital
of America
storybookcapitalof
america.com

Bellman on Call
800-727-7704
abilenevisitors.com/tourplanning-services

Clockwise from top: J. Griffis Smith/Abilene Convention & Visitors Bureau, Abilene Convention & Visitors Bureau (3), Frontier Texas!
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RELAX

Set Your Sights
on El Paso
• LARGEST URBAN STATE PARK IN THE NATION
• BEST MEXICAN FOOD IN THE USA
• RICH WILD WEST HISTORY
• 300+ DAYS OF SUNNY WEATHER EVERY YEAR

• BOOMING DOWNTOWN ENTERTAINMENT DISTRICT
• BRAND-NEW DOWNTOWN HOTELS
• YEAR-ROUND FESTIVALS

CO N TAC T M A E G A N H R U BY F O R YO UR NEXT TO UR:
M H R U BY @ DE STI N AT I O NELPASO.CO M

El Paso
Character is found in the details
By Cortney Erndt

Touted as the “Boot Capital of the
World,” there’s no fabrication found in El
Paso, Texas. Ranging from ridiculously
eccentric works of art to the pragmatic
and sturdy, each pair tells its own tale.
Lucchese boots soak, burn and
hammer their way through hundreds
of hands before they’re worn — and
every step is considered crucial to
the final product. Rocketbuster Boots,
situated in an eclectic brick warehouse
in the historic Union Plaza, is home of
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the Guinness Book of World Records’
“World’s Largest Boots,” and shop tours
are a group favorite.
“Boots are still handmade in El
Paso, and the food is nothing short of
truly authentic,” said Leesy McCorgary,
advertising and marketing manager
for Destination El Paso. “El Paso is a
great destination for motorcoach groups
because it is something different and
nontraditional.”
Thanks to a half-billion-dollar Quality

of Life bond and a surge in private
investments, El Paso is now on the rise
like never before. An award-winning
Triple-A baseball park, the return of
vintage streetcars and new shops, bars
and restaurants make for a diverse and
refreshed experience.
“Many times, El Paso is just a drivethrough destination, but once people
actually stop and experience everything
the city has to offer, they are eager to
come back,” McCorgary said.

Respect the history
The city’s history dates to 1598,
when the strategic site was recognized
by Juan de Oñate, colonizer of New
Mexico who called it El Paso del Norte
(The Pass of the North).
An ideal starting point for groups, El

Paso Museum of History describes the
city’s beginnings. Guided tours, which
last generally an hour, offer in-depth
overviews of the museum’s exhibits.
“El Paso is a big city with a smalltown feel; you can still get a strong

sense of the history and culture that
helped shape El Paso to what it is
today,” McCorgary said. “The museum
allows visitors to get an overall
understanding of the history of El Paso
and how it was established. It also
houses the 3D Digital Wall, the only one
of its kind in the United States.”

Rocketbuster Boots

San Elizario Mission

“... nothing short
of truly authentic.”
Renew the faith
Located in the Lower Valley, the
9-mile El Paso Mission Trail dates back
400 years. Three adobe structures —
Ysleta Mission, Socorro Mission and
San Elizario Presidio Chapel — are living
testaments to the faith of Spanish and
Indian ancestors.
Listed in the National Register of
Historic Places, the missions stand as
enduring symbols of the long and rich
history of their respective communities, as
well as the nations of Spain, Mexico and
the United States. All three are privately
owned by the Catholic Diocese and are
actively supported by their local parishes.
Self-guided and guided tours
can be booked through Mission

Trail Experience. While the missions
are certainly the focal point of the
trail, they’re not the only historical
appeal. The Mission Trail is home to
museums, a myriad of state and national
landmarks, art galleries and awardwinning restaurants.

Rove the mountains
El Paso is located in the fascinating
and biodiverse northern Chihuahuan
Desert, the largest desert in North
America. It’s home to hundreds of
species of plants, birds, reptiles and
mammals — many of them unique
to the area. The desert also features
a great diversity of landscapes and
archaeological sites.

“Franklin Mountains State Park is the
largest state park in an urban setting
with over 100 miles of hiking and biking
trails for all skill levels,” McCorgary said.
There, groups can hike rugged terrain
in 37 square miles of desert wilderness
with 125 miles of multi-use trails that are
especially popular with mountain bikers.
The adventurous can rock climb with
their own equipment at the designated
area in McKelligon Canyon or at Sneed’s
Cory in the Tom Mays Unit. n
Destination El Paso
915-534-0600
visitelpaso.com

Clockwise from top: Destination El Paso (2), Steven Zimmerman
GroupTour.com
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The Modern Art Museum of Fort
Worth fosters public appreciation
Located in Fort Worth’s celebrated
Cultural District, The Modern Art
Museum of Fort Worth maintains one of
the foremost collections of postwar art
in the central United States.
The Modern’s collection consists
of nearly 3,000 significant works of
modern and contemporary international
art, housed in 53,000 square feet of
gallery space. Works include paintings,
sculptures, videos, photographs and
prints, many dated between 1945 and
the present.
Docents are available to conduct
group tours of the permanent collection,
special exhibitions, or an introduction
to the highlights of both. Tours can
accommodate 10 to 120 people and last
approximately one hour.
“A guided tour of The Modern’s col-

Where the
Past & present
Play

lection provides the visitor with an opportunity to see representative artworks
of our time as they relate to one another
and to art history,” said Kendal Smith
Lake, manager of communications at
the Modern Art Museum of Fort Worth.
“Guided tour visitors discover both the
art and the serene architecture of our
Tadao Ando-designed building.”
The Modern was named one of the
"World's Most Beautiful Art Museums"
by Travel + Leisure. The building’s
design embodies the pure, unadorned
elements of a modern work of art, and is
comprised of five long, flat-roofed pavilions situated on a 1½-acre pond.
In addition to exploring the exhibitions, visitors can view performances
and films, or participate in gallery or
studio programs. An on-site restaurant,

Paris, Texas
Paris,
Paris,
Texas
GOOD Texas
IDEA
Paris,
Texas
www.paristexas.com
GOOD IDEA
IDEA
GOOD
www.paristexas.com
GOOD IDEA
www.paristexas.com
IS ALWAYS A
IS ALWAYS A
IS ALWAYS A
IS ALWAYS A

www.paristexas.com

Join us for the twice daily
cattle drive, historic tours,
the maze, shops, restaurants
and much more.

fortworthstockyards.com
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Café Modern, serves locally grown,
seasonal dishes. The gift shop features
unique finds, books, media, art prints
and artist-designed gifts.
“We hope that visitors take away a
new perspective and an awareness of the
wide range of expression of contemporary art in both content and material,”
Smith Lake said. “Contemporary art can
be thoughtful, surprising and beautiful.” n
The Modern
817-840-2119
themodern.org
Joe Mabel
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Washington
Redmond

Located 15 miles east of Seattle, Redmond is a destination
for Pacific Northwest beauty, adventure, entertainment and
innovation.
Known today as a world leader in technology, Redmond
has come a long way from its roots as a settlement for logging
and agricultural workers. The largest employer in the city is
the Microsoft Corporation, which moved its headquarters to
Redmond in 1986.
Redmond’s history is preserved in its downtown, where old
buildings mix with new. The downtown area is home to a large
shopping area, restaurants and a variety of lodging options. In
nearby Woodinville, groups can explore the area’s wine country.
Experience Redmond
experienceredmond.com

TOUR

Dive into all things
Microsoft at the Microsoft
Visitor Center, located in
Building 92 of the company’s
main Redmond campus.
Self-guided or guided visits
immerse groups in the
company that grew from a
garage startup to a global
leader. Explore the future
of AI, get hands-on with the
latest Xbox games and visit
the LinkedIn Photo Booth.
Microsoft Visitor Center
425-703-6214
microsoft.com/en-us/
visitorcenter

SEE

Part circus, part cabaret
and always magical, Teatro
ZinZanni offers groups a
night out unlike any other.
Located in Woodinville,
about 20 minutes northwest
of Redmond, the theater
experience is a three-hour
whirlwind of international
cirque, comedy and cabaret
artists — all served with a
multi-course feast. Teatro
ZinZanni can accommodate
groups of 12 to 285 people.
Teatro ZinZanni
206-802-0013
zinzanni.com

SHOP

Redmond Town Center,
a premier outdoor shopping
center, features a wide
variety of national retailers
and small boutique shops.
The shopping destination
offers more than 120
stores, 20 restaurants, three
hotels, six fitness studios,
healthcare, and arts and
entertainment. The center is
within walking distance of
historic downtown Redmond.
Redmond Town Center
425-869-2640
redmondtowncenter.com

SIP

Washington wine is front
and center during custom
Butler Wine Tours. Guided,
chauffeured tours take groups
through Woodinville, located
20 minutes northwest of
Redmond. Meet an acclaimed
Washington winemaker, learn
about the history and industry
of Woodinville wine and even
pair wine tastings with an
artisan picnic.
Butler Wine Tours
206-233-9233
butlerseattle.com

Clockwise from top: Creative Commons, iStock, Redmond Town Center, Teatro ZinZanni, iStock
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OF HISTORY

www.columbiagorge.org
990 SW Rock Creek Dr. Stevenson, WA

Bellevue Botanical Garden

Printing Sponsored By: City of Stevenson &
Skamania County Lodge Taxes

Find serenity at Bellevue
Botanical Garden
Stay here, Play here, Shop here

Just 16 Miles North of Seattle and
Minutes from Beaches, Mountains, Wine
Tasting, Casinos and More
• Legendary Shopping at Alderwood Mall
• Lodging 40% less than Seattle
• A beautiful municipal
Golf Course
• Free Parking

LynnwoodTourism.com
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With 53 acres of cultivated gardens,
restored woodlands and natural wetlands, Bellevue Botanical Garden is an
urban refuge providing an escape from
the bustling city of Bellevue. The living
collections feature plants that thrive in
the Pacific Northwest.
“Demonstrations of good garden design and horticultural techniques inspire
visitors to create their own beautiful,
healthy gardens,” said Darcy McInnis,
communications manager at Bellevue
Botanical Garden Society. “We are
situated amid a major city, with Puget
Sound to the west and the Cascade
Mountains to the east.”
Groups visiting the garden can
participate in public or private tours,
which take place April through October.
Hourlong public tours are available every Saturday and Sunday. Private tours,
scheduled in advance, can last up to two
hours and are customized to the group’s
interests. The garden can accommodate
groups of 50 people or less.

“What I hope people take away is how
beautiful the Pacific Northwest is and
what makes this region unlike any other,”
McInnis said. “Also, I hope they get ideas
for how to be responsible stewards of
the environment, and perhaps ideas for
beautifying their own home garden.”
The garden is open to the public 365
days a year. Favorite areas include the
Perennial Border, the Shorts Ground
Cover Garden (which includes a waterfall and stream), the Yao Garden and the
Ravine Bridge.
“In addition to our beautiful garden,
we also offer classes, lectures, plant sales,
exhibits, a summer art show, and our
beloved holiday lights display, Garden
d’Lights,” McInnis said.
Motorcoach parking is not available
at the garden, but staff can help provide
nearby alternatives. n
Bellevue Botanical Garden
425-452-2750
bellevuebotanical.org
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Wyoming
Cheyenne

It’s no surprise Cheyenne brings forth images of some of
the nation’s most astounding natural monuments. Cheyenne is
a day’s drive from Mt. Rushmore, the Black Hills, Devils Tower
National Monument, Yellowstone National Park, Grand Tetons
National Park and Rocky Mountain National Park. But there’s
plenty to see and do in town before or after trekking the great
outdoors.
Cheyenne is the state’s capital and largest city, yet it has a
laid-back, small-town atmosphere. But don’t be fooled; the city
has great culture and a rich history. As America pushed west
with railroads, Cheyenne began to bustle with wealthy European
cattle barons and the many cowboys they hired to drive herds.
Learn about the authentic cowboy history, and escape the hustle
and bustle, with the following itinerary options.
Visit Cheyenne
307-778-3133
cheyenne.org

SEE

The collection at The
Nelson Museum of the
West was designed by
founder Robert L. Nelson,
who wanted to show visitors a
broad spectrum of old western
cultures. Cowboy, charro, art,
Native American and military
aspects of the West were
carefully studied, and the
museum now preserves the
“cowboy code” he lived in his
Wyoming youth.
The Nelson Museum
of the West
307-635-7670
nelsonmuseum.com

CELEBRATE

STROLL

TOUR

One of the largest rodeo
events in the world, Cheyenne
Frontier Days includes a
Grand Parade, an Old West
Museum, an Indian Village,
a Chuck Wagon Cookoff
and several other groupfriendly events. This year, the
celebration will take place July
19–28. Check the schedule
for world-renowned bands
and artists like Rascal Flatts,
Keith Urban, Josh Turner, Tim
McGraw and Lady Antebellum.

Cheyenne Botanic
Gardens provides a treasured
space for enjoyment,
celebration and education.
The gardens boast nine
acres of perennial and annual
landscapes, as well as a
diverse collection of specialty
exhibits and a year-round
vegetable garden. Experience
the variety of curated displays
of plants, shrubs and trees
from around the world in the
new Grand Conservatory.

Tour the city’s most
interesting sites and historic
buildings on a Cheyenne
Street Railway Trolley. The
journey begins with tales of
the unbridled railroad and
wild beginnings, departing
from the historic depot
buildings in downtown
Cheyenne. The weekday
trolley tours operate as a loop
tour, so if visitors choose to
disembark, the trolley will be
back by to pick them up.

Cheyenne Frontier Days
307-778-7200
cfdrodeo.com

Cheyenne Botanic Gardens
307-637-6458
botanic.org

Cheyenne Trolley Tours
307-778-3133
cheyennetrolley.com

Clockwise from top: iStock, Cheyenne Street Railway Trolley, Cheyenne Botanic Gardens, Erin Kinney, The Nelson Museum of the West
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wyoming

Fremont County
Museums protect
cherished area
history
Fremont County, located in the heart
of the Wind River Mountains in western
Wyoming, has a rich history. The county
offers three museums in Dubois, Lander
and Riverton that have a diversified
schedule of group programs throughout
the year, and each museum offers guided
tours if scheduled in advance.
“Fremont County is proud to have
three distinctive museums,” said Scott
Goetz, Fremont County central museum
director. “Each museum seeks to protect
our cherished history and share it with
generations to come. Come explore the
museums or join us on one of our many
offered programs.”
The Dubois Museum in Dubois collects, preserves and interprets artifacts and
materials (including those of geologic importance) beginning with the Precambrian
era and extending through the end of
the 1980s timber industry. The collection
focuses on the Upper Wind River Valley,
Fremont County and western Wyoming
and the Rocky Mountain region.
The Fremont County Pioneer
Museum in Lander collects, preserves
and interprets artifacts from prehistory
through the 1920s, and focuses on artifacts from the Lander Valley, Fremont
County and western Wyoming.

Fremont County Museums

The Riverton Museum showcases
artifacts that have a direct association
with Riverton history, eastern Fremont
County communities, the Eastern Shoshone peoples, the Northern Arapaho
peoples and regional history as it relates
to Fremont County.
“We hope visitors to our museums
learn how dynamic the history of this
region is and how important the history
and culture of Wind River Country has
been to the development of Wyoming
and the greater region,” Goetz said.
Take the trip to Fremont County a
step farther with a Historic Building

4.5
Stars

Cultivating and Preserving
the Western Legacy
of Cheyenne Frontier Days
4610 Carey Ave,
Cheyenne, WY 82001
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(307) 778-7290

Open All Year,
9am - 5pm Daily
Extended Hours for
Cheyenne Frontier DaysTM:
July 20-29, 2019: 8am - 6pm

oldwestmuseum.org
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Walking Tour. Historic architecture is
prevalent throughout Fremont County
— some historic buildings are still in use
today. Groups enjoy the history, stories
and photos associated with many prominent buildings.
Through the Adventure Trek Series,
groups can explore and walk in the
footsteps of the rugged and independent
people who discovered and settled the
extraordinary Wind River region. n
Fremont County Museums
fremontcountymuseums.com

wyoming

Step back in time at National Historic
Trails Interpretive Center
At the National Historic Trails
Interpretive Center (NHTIC) in Casper,
groups can learn all about the detailed
history of the Oregon, Mormon, California and Pony Express trails.
“The NHTIC is the most important
place to visit in Casper, Wyoming,”
said Carrie O. Reece, executive director
of the National Historic Trails Center
Foundation. “This is a world-class visitor center with excellent interpreters
and state-of-the-art exhibits showcasing
the legacy of some 500,000 emigrants
who crossed this great nation in search
of destiny. If anyone has a conception
and passion for Native American and
pioneer trail history, this would be an
absolute must-stop on their list.”
At the center, groups can wander
through 11,000 square feet of space

showcasing Western history during the
mid-1800s through interactive exhibits
and galleries. Guests can kick off their
visit by watching an award-winning,
18-minute multimedia presentation on
five theater screens.
Aside from the trails, the center’s
eight galleries cover topics like Native
American history, and mountain men
and fur trappers.
“Our general hope for visitors when
they leave this center is that they go
away with a new sense of interest and
passion for history, and realize learning
about history can be fun and exciting,”
Reece said. “We hope that we are able
to spark a sense of enthusiasm in them
through which they want to continue
learning about what they just experienced. We aim to be a launching point

— from here, we hope visitors will go
out on a trail and see ruts, graves, engravings and swales for themselves.”
The center is a self-guided facility;
however, guided group tours can be arranged in advance. n
National Historic Trails
Interpretive Center
307-265-8030
nhtcf.org

National Historic Trails Interpretive Center
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Cheyenne Frontier Days™ JULY 19-28, 2019
New! Cheyenne Botanic Gardens Grand Conservatory
Wyoming State Museum and State Capitol
Cheyenne Frontier Days™ Old West Museum
Historic Cheyenne Depot and Museum
Western Shopping Galore
Terry Bison Ranch
Big Boy Steam Engine

At the intersection of I-80 and I-25 | 800-426-5009 | CHEYENNE.ORG
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Amsterdam

No other cit y compares to the Netherlands’ bustling cultural capital
By Cour tney Birchmeier
Colorful bicycles, miles of canals,
rows of toy-like houses with gabled
façades, and open-air businesses and
cafes — these are the things that come
to mind when I reminisce about my time
in Amsterdam.

GTM/Courtney Birchmeier
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In the spirit of full disclosure, I must
admit that Amsterdam holds a special
place in my heart because it’s the first
European city I’ve visited. Amsterdam is
where I used my first Euro, where I rode
my first ICE train, and where I slept in

my first (tiny) European hotel room.
Even though Amsterdam holds a
special magic in my memories, it was
immediately obvious the city is unique
for travelers of all experience levels.

Bicycle culture
I arrived in Amsterdam by train from
Schiphol Airport to the grand Amsterdam
Centraal Station, which is located in the heart
of the city. The neo-Renaissance station was
bustling; every day, an average of 250,000
people travel through it. Amsterdam Centraal
also serves as an active, open shopping center,
with cafes and fast-food restaurants.
After leaving the station, I started out on
a 15-minute walk to my hotel, luggage in
tow. I crossed bridges over canals and was
mesmerized by parked bikes with baskets full
of beautiful flowers. I passed by bike racks that
seemed never-ending, jammed full of bikes of all
colors. On the sidewalks, a stream of endless
bicycles zoomed by me on parallel bike paths,
through which I learned bicyclists in Amsterdam
mean business.
There are more than 800,000 bikes in
Amsterdam; that’s roughly four times the number
of cars in the city. Amsterdam has about 2,480
miles (4,000 kilometers) of designed cycle
paths. It’s much easier to walk or ride a bike in
Amsterdam than it is to travel by car. In just 48
hours, my Fitbit clocked 35,000 steps.
Groups visiting Amsterdam can take
advantage of bike tours throughout the city
and the countryside. Tours vary in theme and
duration. Bike rental companies also are plentiful
for those wanting to explore on their own.

From top: iStock, GTM/Courtney Birchmeier
GroupTour.com
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More to see
Vondelpark: Every year,
10 million people visit
Amsterdam’s largest
park. On a typical day,
visitors find locals riding
bikes, walking their dogs,
roller-skating, sun bathing
or enjoying free concerts
in the open-air theater.
Groups can see the park
in true Dutch style on a
guided bike tour.
Albert Cuypmarkt:
Located in the
neighborhood of De Pijp,
the street market features
more than 300 stalls lining
the Albert Cuypstraat.
There’s fruit, vegetables,
cheese, fish, spices,
clothing and souvenirs,
among other items. Grab
a Dutch stroopwafel and
stroll the always-bustling
market, which is the
largest day market in
Europe, open six days a
week.
I Amsterdam letters: The
collective catchphrase
of Amsterdam has
several physical locations
throughout the city, which
offer great group photo
ops. The most popular
location was previously
found at Museumplein, but
the letters were removed
in December 2018
due to overcrowding.
Those letters will now
be traveling the city and
region, putting lesserknown neighborhoods
and attractions in the
spotlight. You can find a
permanent set of letters at
Schiphol airport.

iStock

Canal city
The Amsterdam canals provide the calm for the city and are the yin to the bicycle
culture’s yang. There are more than 160 canals in Amsterdam, many of which
were built in the 17th century during the Dutch Golden Age. Bridges in the city are
abundant; 1,700 of them are found throughout Amsterdam (that’s 1,300 more bridges
than you’ll find in Venice).
The best way to experience Amsterdam’s canals is to take a cruise. Aboard
my Lovers Canal Cruises daytime tour, I traveled from the Amstel River through the
UNESCO World Heritage-listed 17th-century Canal Ring. The boat’s glass-top roof
made for easy viewing and the audio-guided tour gave fun facts about the city as we
passed grand merchant houses, gothic churches, museums and medieval buildings.
Lovers Canal Cruises offers group tours of varying themes, including candlelight
cruises, burger/pizza cruises and dinner cruises. Other canal cruise companies also
are available for booking in Amsterdam.

Anne Frank Huis
Like most American schoolchildren, I read The Diary of Anne
Frank, but seeing the actual house young Anne and her family
hid inside was something I wasn’t emotionally prepared for.
The building at Prinsengracht 263 would blend in with
its neighboring canal houses if it weren’t for the modern
front façade, roped off entrance queue and the museum’s
subtle signage. The Anne Frank House, or Anne Frank Huis,
stands as a museum dedicated to the Jewish wartime diarist
who hid in the building’s annex for two years before being
discovered by the Nazis.
The house in central Amsterdam recently completed a major
renovation to better accommodate the more than 1.2 million
visitors who walk through it every year. The tour experience is
audio-guided, and took my group and I past photos, videos,
quotes and original items. No photography is allowed inside the
museum, which let us fully immerse in the experience.
When we reached the bookcase that concealed the
entrance to the Secret Annex, a silence seemed to wash over
the already-quiet group. One by one, we walked past the
bookcase, now encased in glass, and felt the weight of its
significance. In the annex itself, we walked through the rooms
once occupied by the Franks, most of them empty, and saw

several
personal
mementos left behind, like the
growth lines of the children on the wall.
Inside the diary room, we saw the original red-checkered
diary, and it was then when the emotions of the tour started
to rise to the surface. At the end of the tour, films in the
“Reflections” exhibit pull the whole experience together.
In the films, authors, politicians, visitors to the Anne Frank
House and people who knew her all talk about what Anne’s
diary and life story mean to them. Needless to say, I left the
tour, tissue in hard, contemplating and reflecting on Anne’s
story, the Holocaust and the state of the world today.
I amsterdam, iamsterdam.com
© Anne Frank House/Photographer-Cris Toala Olivares
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PORT CITY:

Long Beach
Bob Maguglin

Carnival Cruises operates the busiest passenger terminal on the West Coast, and Long Beach is the premier
group gateway to Catalina Island. Bob Maguglin, director of public relations for the Long Beach Convention &
Visitors Bureau, gave Associate Editor Cortney Erndt the
inside scoop on pre- and post-cruise experiences.

Q. What makes Long Beach an appealing port city?
A. More than 11½ miles of sandy beaches, inland waterways and bays make Long Beach a

Pacific paradise. Long Beach is located in the center of Southern California, with all the major attractions of Los Angeles and Orange County just minutes away. The downtown waterfront boasts
more than 125 restaurants, gastropubs, craft breweries, shopping, attractions, nightlife and entertainment, all just steps from first-class accommodations.

Q. What attractions do you recommend cruisers visit?
A. Long Beach is Southern California’s urban waterfront playground. Cruise passengers will find

The Queen Mary a fascinating glimpse back into the heyday of luxurious trans-Atlantic travel from
the 1930s to the 1960s. The Aquarium of the Pacific is one of the best aquariums in the country,
with dozens of interactive, hands-on exhibitions. Other attractions include The Pike Outlets at
Rainbow Harbor, Shoreline Village, harbor cruises, dinner cruises, whale-watching adventures and
every type of on-the-water activity imaginable.

Q. What advice do you have for first-time visitors?
A. The Carnival terminal is conveniently close to our downtown waterfront entertainment district.

A pedestrian walkway connects the two areas via the Queensway Bridge, but there also are free
passport shuttle buses running every 15 minutes from the terminal to our downtown attractions.
Within an eight-block area in our downtown waterfront, hungry groups will discover more than
125 quality restaurants serving cuisines from around the globe. n
Long Beach Convention & Visitors Bureau
562-436-3645
visitlongbeach.com

CARNIVAL IMAGINATION

Jan. 5–9, 2020

Day One: Long Beach
Day Two: Catalina Island
Day Three: Ensenada
Day Four: Fun day at sea
Day Five: Long Beach

Clockwise from top left: Long Beach Convention & Visitors Bureau, iStock (3),
Long Beach Convention & Visitors Bureau, iStock
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spotlight

Pink Jeep Tours revs up
unforgettable adventure

«

Leslie McLean is the senior group sales
manager for Pink Jeep Tours, a Southwest outfitter that has been offering safe,
captivating tours since 1960. The company
is headquartered in Sedona, Arizona, with
additional tours in Las Vegas, Nevada, and
the Grand Canyon.
McLean, who has been with the company
for 16 years, gave Associate Editor Cortney
Erndt the details on Pink Jeep Tours’ endeavors.

Q: How would you describe
your tours?
A: Our group tours and special events are a
thrilling blend of off-roading, local knowledge
from our world-class guides and effortless
sightseeing in bucket-list destinations like Sedona, the Grand Canyon or the Valley of Fire,
to name just a few. Tours can be customized
with a catered sunset barbecue and live music. The experience is just unforgettable.

Q: What industry trends
are you noticing?
A: Group events are moving outside, and we
could not be more excited! Our customers are
looking for memorable outdoor activities for
corporate teambuilding and social gatherings,
like big family reunions. It turns out a beautiful
natural setting is an ideal backdrop for pro-

ductivity (if that’s the goal), or just plain fun, or
both! Our tours journey through some of the
most breathtaking landscapes in the world.
We see a continued presence in large
groups and a growing demand for small,
VIP experiences. This is where Pink Jeep
Tours really shines. We have the ability to
accommodate big excursions, but we’re agile
enough to create exciting custom adventures
on an intimate level, too.

What’s the

next
big
thing
for

Q: What are you most
proud of?
A: Like everyone at Pink Jeep Tours, each
member of the group sales and special
events team has a sincere passion for sharing the very best of the Southwest. Each
takes pride in creating an exclusive tour
adventure while keeping the specific interests
of each group in mind, like budget, group
size and trip itinerary.
With careful precision, this professional
team finesses every detail from beginning to
end, ensuring a flawless, memorable event.
Hearing back from our guests that their
adventure was the highlight of their travels or
even of their lives, I can’t help but be proud
of the wonderful products we offer and the
dedication of our team. n
Pink Jeep Tours
844-375-7465
pinkadventuretours.com/group-tours

Pink Jeep
Tours?

“

We’re very excited to
announce that, as part of
the acquisition of Pink Jeep
Tours this year by Herschend
Family Entertainment, we
are expanding! Starting this
spring, Pink Jeep Tours will
offer three distinct tours
that explore portions of the
Great Smoky Mountains and
end with an exciting off-road
experience, all originating in
Pigeon Forge, Tennessee. All
of the exciting group services currently available in the
Southwest will be offered in
one of the most-visited areas
of the United States. We
can’t wait to bring Pink Jeep
Tours to the South!

”

Top photo, from left: Elizabeth Vaughn,
senior group sales representative;
Leslie McLean, senior group sales
manager; Laura Keesler, group sales
coordinator; Sarah Fox, group sales
representative
Pink Jeep Tours

GroupTour.com
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Rich in history and mystique, Falls Park features a triple
waterfall cascading over sparkling pink quartzite rock.

Unlock a new mystery tour.
VisitSiouxFalls.com/MysteryTour

